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The year, 2020, 
has been an exceptionally challenging one for all; it has been a year where adaptability, resilience, grit 
and self-motivation have been the prerequisites for survival in many facets of our lives. Never in our 
wildest dreams could we have predicted at the beginning of the year that our aim to raise 21st-century 
children, who need to learn to lead with integrity, persevere and develop the courage to fail and relearn, 
as well as take initiative in a digital world where creativity is key, would have been put to the test in the 

months ahead. 

Level-5 lockdown in March brought about our Online, Remote Learning programme where teachers and 
children alike had to learn to navigate the Google platform and ‘learn how to learn’ via pre-recorded videos, 
Google Meets and small-group collaborative activities. We learned how to solve problems in real-time, work 
creatively in both digital and non-digital environments, think analytically, collaborate with real and virtual 

classmates and communicate by speech, text and visual imagery. 

As the world of digital learning became the new norm in Term 2, our lifestyles began to change, subtly at 
first. For many, physical contact with people the same age was replaced by a face on a screen, hobbies were 
replaced by online gaming, fresh air and movement outdoors were replaced by a light bulb and a walk to 
the refrigerator, and sleeping and waking routines were no longer governed by an alarm clock or any form 
of routine. At first, we welcomed the less frenetic pace at which we had been operating pre-Covid-19. We 
believed this ‘gift of time’ could be utilised for our families, ourselves, hobbies, exercise and for things we 
felt we could never do because we were always busy with ‘life’. However, unseeingly we replaced it with 
long hours of virtual work, additional screen time, less real-time conversations with family members and 
little regard for how we treated our bodies (by what we ate or the exercise we gave it) and minds (working 
it longer than we would have at school or providing it with sufficient rest, nutrients and time for reflection). 
The isolation at home, blurred lines around work and relaxation and the hysteria created about contracting 

Covid-19 advocated the need to promote the mental and physical well-being of our children and staff. 

Common themes: anxiety, fear, loneliness, despondency and indifference towards others, were identified 
amongst some of our young people upon their return to school mid-year and in Term 3. These emotions and 
concerns were identified and named, their ‘root causes’ discussed and understood, as well as interventions 

and lifestyle changes considered to promote happier and healthier states of mind. 

Communication and patience are another two life-skills that have come under the spotlight in the latter 
part of the year. These skills have been flagged to be included in our Life Orientation programme next year, 
as well as practised and woven into our daily interactions with one another. Communication, or the lack of 
it, appeared to be the ‘root of much evil’ during the lockdown, as well as the desire for ‘instant gratification’. 
The irony behind our technological advances is that although communication and the speed to access 
information is almost instantaneous, these two aspects are lacking in the real world. Authentic, real-time 
conversations between people are infrequent and the patience to listen, infer, learn, try - try again, wait, 

reflect, debate, consider others and build relationships with people is waning. 

May we continue to strive to develop strong core values within our children so that they can weather the 
social storms, life’s knocks and events that are out of their control. May the values they practise and live at 
Kyalami Preparatory School prepare them for a lifetime of good decision-making and responsible choices.
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innovation, the phasing in of the different school grades for 

physical contact teaching from 1 June onwards turned out 

to be a seamless transition. This has ensured the upholding 

of the high quality of KSG’s signature academic offering. No 

less than four South African universities recently attested to 

this high quality by confirming that a total of 19 alumni of 

the Group have gone on to be placed on the Dean’s List over 

the period 2015-2019. This academic award or distinction 

recognizes the highest levels of scholarship attained by our 

past students.

As if superimposed on the aforementioned global and 

national dynamics by design, protests under the Black Lives 

Matter banner rocked streets in towns and cities around 

the world. An incident of police brutality on 25 May in the 

USA that led to the death of a black man called George Floyd 

sparked the protests. Inevitably or coincidentally, issues of 

racism in South Africa and at a number of local schools bubbled 

up to the surface and became quite topical in social media. The 

Board took an early decision on 11 June 2020, to convene a 

special town-hall type meeting with the Matric pupils and staff of 

Beaulieu College. After the second such meeting, and having heard 

accounts of lived experiences of racism, the Board immediately 

established an Anti-Racism Task Team (ARTT) comprising a range 

of pupil representatives, and both academic and auxiliary staff 

representatives. Its work is subject to well-defined Terms of 

Reference and aims to help the KSG campuses detect, minimise 

and eliminate racism in its explicit and implicit forms. The ARTT 

meets regularly and reports directly to the Chairman and the CEO.

Despite the aforementioned sets of dynamics affecting KSG and 

the financial difficulties our parents have experienced, we have 

managed to keep enrolments for 2020 at 101.8% of budget at 

BC, 99.2% of budget at BPS and 92.8% of budget at K.P.S. It is 

particularly gratifying to record that of Beaulieu College’s Grade 8 

enrolment tally of 104 for 2021, 74% will be from K.P.S. and BPS. 

This is a significant improvement on the 49% ratio for 2020.

Most of the achievements and highlights mentioned here occurred 

with Gary Botha at the helm as Group CEO. By now, most of you 

will know that we have bid farewell to Gary since he has elected 

to relocate to the UK, for family reasons. Because he gave us 

sufficient advance warning, we have had ample time to search 

for his replacement. After a thorough, rigorous interview and 

selection process, the Board appointed, and therefore welcomes, 

Tom Hamilton who will start on 2 January 2021. I want to express 

my appreciation of the energy and vigour that Gary brought to 

the role of Group CEO and his willingness to engage fully with the 

Board members. I wish Tom a smooth transition into the Group 

and look forward to working with him closely as we embark on 

scaling greater heights.

I have no doubt whatsoever that, operationally, we are on solid 

ground and are therefore ready to enhance the Group brand’s 

foothold and expand its footprint well into the future. I am, 

however, acutely aware of the many more challenges we will 

continue to encounter, for as long as the world remains in the 

grip of the COVID-19 pandemic. There will be no getting back to 

normality. We have already begun to re-define this, thus forming a 

new normalcy. That is what we need to adapt to, and to embrace. 

We have what it takes to grasp the nettle.

In conclusion, I must commend and congratulate the Executive 

Team and our staff on weathering the many storms we have 

encountered this year. I should also thank my fellow Directors 

for working closely as a nimble, mean and lean Board. More 

particularly, I want to thank the current and prospective parents 

and children who are the most important reason the Kyalami 

Schools Group exists.

Dr H. Chikwanda 

Overall, the year 2020 has been

decidedly awful for most, and on many levels. It has been an annus 

horribilis for the world. Despite this, the Kyalami Schools Group 

(KSG) has emerged stronger precisely because we have grasped 

the nettle, as you will appreciate before the end of this address. 

What would have been a smooth, routine start to the academic 

year came to a screeching halt when President Cyril Ramaphosa 

addressed the nation on 15 March 2020 to declare a National 

State of Disaster. He also announced urgent and drastic measures 

to mitigate the worst effects of the coronavirus pandemic on 

individuals, communities and businesses. One of the measures 

was the closure of schools from 18 March 2020 until after the 

Easter weekend, Tuesday 14 April. 

On 23 March 2020, the President addressed the nation again, 

this time to announce a nation-wide lockdown at the highest risk-

adjusted level, effective from midnight on Thursday 26 March to 

16 April. The country has been in lockdown mode since then, albeit 

at reducing risk-adjusted levels. 

As if to emphatically prove that it never rains but pours down, 

the rating agency Moody’s Investment Service finally pulled the 

trigger on 27 March and downgraded South Africa’s rating to sub-

investment grade. Furthermore, on 29 April S & P Global Ratings, 

which had long downgraded South Africa to sub-investment, 

pushed the country deeper into junk territory on expectations 

that the coronavirus pandemic would drag the country into 

sharper economic downturn. Moody’s and Fitch Ratings went on 

to exacerbate the situation by downgrading the country further 

into junk status on 20 November 2020. 

All these events have had a devastating impact on the economy, 

on businesses, on families and on individuals. Reduced economic 

activity has led to a significant GDP contraction between the first 

and second quarters of 2020, business closures, loss of family 

incomes due to retrenchments and reductions in disposable 

income due to salary cuts. Many parents are enduring financial 

stress and hardships. Because some of our parents have struggled 

to meet their school fee payment obligations, we activated 

mechanisms to assist those in demonstrable distress. I dare say 

that the modest school fee increase of 5.5% implemented for 2020 

has somewhat cushioned the financial blows some of our parents 

are experiencing. In the light of this, the Board has resolutely gone 

a step further by implementing a 0% increase in school fees and 

staff salaries for 2021. 

Upon announcement of the closure of schools from 18 March 

2020 to 14 April, KSG adapted and sprang into action. We adopted 

two principal modes of delivery of our Academic programs to 

be implemented during the envisaged long period of national 

lockdown, namely the Remote Online Teaching & Learning 

Programme and the Hybrid Learning Model. These modes of 

delivery have necessitated rapid upskilling of staff and pupils, and 

to some extent, some parents as well! Through improvisation and 
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would not have happened without proper cleaning, 
PPE and sanitation systems which were robust and effective. It 
would be remiss of me to not recognise and thank our cleaning 
and grounds staff for the incredible work that they have done 
to keep us all safe.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank our parent 
body for their continued payment of school fees. As an NPC, 
we are close to 100% reliant on the collection of school fees to 
continue to remain operational. 

Our Group is led by a very effective and engaged Board of 
Directors, chaired by Dr Herb Chikwanda. I cannot thank the 
Board enough for the support shown to me first as Head of 
K.P.S. and then as Group CEO. I have learned a great deal during 
our time together that will stand me in good stead in years to 
come. Similarly, the Executive Committee of the Schools is 
made up of educators vastly more experienced than me whose 
sole goal is the betterment of our Group as a whole. It has been 
an honour to lead such a wonderfully dedicated group of people 
who I consider to be friends, rather than simply colleagues. 

In an end of year speech that I gave at one of our campuses, 
I spoke about the mask. I find the wearing of masks to be 
hugely frustrating and, I can only imagine how hard it must 
be to teach and to learn while wearing a mask all day. While 
the physical mask is an absolute necessity in the fight against 
COVID, I asked our pupils to think about how good it feels when 
they get home and are able to take their masks off. Further to 
this, I challenged our pupils to think about the parts of their 
personality and their inner-selves that they may be masking, 
purposefully or not, and then to consider how good it would 
feel to unmask their true-selves. COVID has taught us that life 
is fragile and that it is finite. We should not spend our lives 
trying to being someone, or something, that we are not! 2021 
should be the year where we all strive to be the truest version 
of ourselves as possible. 

I wish you nothing but the best of luck for your future; I really 
am going to miss this very special Group of Schools. Two 
sayings have stayed with me over the years and I would like to 
end off by sharing them with you again: 

Inkunzi isematoleni, meaning ‘The Bull is amongst the calves’. 
I know that our pupils are going to go on to lead, and, Umuntu, 
Ngumuntu, Ngabantu which translates to, ‘I am, because you 
are’. Thank you, Kyalalmi Schools, for making me who I am. 
I will carry with me nothing but the fondest memories of my 
time with the Group. 

Mr G. Botha

Nearly 9 years ago, 
I joined Kyalami Preparatory 
School as a Deputy Head in charge of Sport. I will never forget 
my first morning at the school that would become my home 
for 6 fantastic years. Despite my initial concern about moving 
to a school half the size of the one I had come from, I would 
come to learn this is one of Kyalami Prep’s greatest strengths. 
What I experienced on that first day was an immediate feeling 
of warmth, welcome and closeness. I would go on to discover 
is that this was not unique to Kyalami Preparatory, but rather 
to our Group as a whole. Our schools really are places where 
the pupils are put first and where personal relationships are 
highly valued. 

I have had the great fortune to work with some of the finest 
educators and people in our industry. In 2020, our teachers 
and administrators proved their worth. Make no mistake, 
the response to COVID-19 was exceptionally difficult, fluid 
and nuanced. Were it not for the people on the ground who 
implemented the concepts and methodologies that we 
proposed, the delivery of vital teaching and learning would 
have fallen flat. We may well have gone the same route as a 
number of schools that will never be able to make up for the 
lost time brought on by COVID-19. I believe that our response 
to the delivery of learning in an exceptionally challenging 
environment, moving a physical curriculum online, then 
bringing pupils back onto our campuses, coupled with hybrid 
teaching to on-site and at-home pupils, was strong and was 
effective. We planned in advance for school closures, we were 
ready from the very first lockdown day and the product went 
from strength to strength for the remainder of the year. 

Our schools delivered. Our teachers and our administrative 
staff worked harder than they ever have to ensure the continuity 
of learning for all of our pupils. I watched virtual, Grade 000 
story rings and I marvelled at how engaged even our youngest 
pupils were. I participated in lessons in higher grades and, 
without doubt, can say that the biggest positive to come out of 
the pandemic for us (our schools and your children) is the leap 
forward that we have made in the integration of technology 
into our curriculum. We have moved into technology use that, 
for us, was only planned for implementation in years to come.

The success of the 2020 academic year would not have been 
possible without the willingness of our parent body to engage 
in a close working partnership with our schools. Never before 
has it been more important to have had a strong parent-school 
bond as in 2020. My sincerest thanks for your support and for 
the trust placed in our schools and in our systems. This trust 
was evidenced by the fact that, when our schools reopened, an 
overwhelming majority of parents chose to send their children 
back to school physically. The return of pupils to our campuses 
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This has been a year unlike 

any other. At times, many 

of us may have felt helpless, 

dealing with matters beyond our 

control. We have often felt that we are 

at the end of something, only to find that we are actually at the 

beginning of something else.  

At the beginning of lockdown, I was determined that I was not 

going to be influenced by the panic buying spree, as people 

stocked up for the possible food shortages prophesied by the 

pessimists. I must admit, when I saw the empty shelves at my 

local Pick n Pay after the first week of lockdown, I added another 

box of Jungle Oats to my shopping basket – a rather pathetic 

response, possibly sparked by the thought that perhaps I was 

the only one not getting the message. I still do not understand 

the reasons for stocking up on toilet rolls, however, and joined 

in with the banter, laughing at the shared Australian jokes and 

their hundred-and-one uses for toilet paper. l wonder how many 

people are still using their stock-piled supply of toilet rolls – at 

least they won’t expire and go to waste.

When faced with adversity, we have a choice. We can be bitter, 

or we can be better. It is important not to let the learning 

opportunities from the Covid-19 Pandemic slip away. Although 

there is uncertainty in the world at present, we can strive for 

a future filled with hope. F.D. Roosevelt once said, “Courage 

is not the absence of fear, but rather the assessment that 

something else is more important than fear.” I would like to go 

one step further, by rebranding fear as the ‘new excitement’, in 

overcoming challenges, as our children prepare for the future.

 We teach our children that every challenge in life presents an 

opportunity to bring about change for growth and improvement. 

A growth mind-set encourages our children to overcome their 

fears of failure and to take risks. Covid-19, in its own cruel way, 

revealed that perseverance, grit and adaptability are critical 

qualities needed to help our children adapt to the fast pace of 

change. Now, more than ever, the ability to adapt to situations is 

critical for success in life. Imagination and creative thinking are 

essential skills that our children will need, to solve the complex 

problems facing the world. Creative thinking will involve a 

journey of self-discovery where they will need to learn, unlearn, 

and re-learn.

So, how do we look at 2020 from an educational perspective, 

in terms of providing value for our children? One cannot ignore 

the devastating financial impact and the cost of lives of those 

close to us. However, it has taken this event to ground us, and 

possibly allow us the opportunity to take a breath and reset our 

lives, in terms of establishing what is important to us. Treasuring 

family, friends and what we have, not taking life for granted, 

and appreciating the value of relationships and community. The 

luxury of time, to reflect during lockdown has been a gift, and 

one could argue that we have learned more about ourselves in 

this time, than during any other event or time preceding this.

The reduction in pollution levels, as a result of lockdown, has 

highlighted the impact that human activity is having on the 

environment. Hopefully, our children would have developed a 

closer relationship with nature, and are now more aware than 

ever before, regarding the fragility of our planet and protecting 

our environment from years of human exploitation and abuse. 

In the future, the focus will be on the need for developing a 

sustainable model, to ensure that our environment is protected 

for a better future for all.

Perspective presents an opportunity for our children to develop 

empathy, and the understanding that not everyone is as 

fortunate as ourselves. This is evident in terms of the educational 

opportunities afforded to our students this year, and the ability 

to adapt to the Covid-19 pandemic by implementing an online 

programme. In many areas of our country this was not the case 

and many children have missed out on the academic year. This 

has highlighted the tremendous economic and educational 

disparities in our country.

Time spent alone made us realise that material possessions 

are not as important as personal relationships, and hopefully 

this is an opportunity for our families to come closer together 

and spend valuable time together. My heart still sinks when 

I see children playing on their devices when eating out at a 

family meal. These are missed opportunities to strengthen family 

bonds and to develop a better understanding of what makes our 

children tick. There is a need to strive for balance in our lives and 

make time for play, fun, freedom, and the wonder of family time.

In the hours of restricted movement it became apparent that the 

small things in life are important and bring us so much joy. Far 

too often, we spend too much time looking forward to our next 

overseas visit or that big adventure that we forget to appreciate 

the little things in our day. Happiness is a choice, so perhaps we 

can try to appreciate these small things that take up most of our 

day and we will be better off for it.

“Challenge and adversity are meant to help you know 
who you are. Storms hit your weakness, but unlock 

your true strength.’’ 
ROY BENNET

The Black Lives Matter movement has stressed the importance of 

ensuring that our children are prepared for entering a world rich 

in diversity and culture. Emphasis will need to be on our children 

developing empathy and recognising the vast differences that 
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thank my staff for showing resilience and courage, and ensuring 

that our children adapt as life-long learners, to the current 

circumstances and approach change as a part of life.

I would like to thank my Exec team, Mrs McKee, Mr Ainley, Ms 

Deirino and Mrs Odendaal for their tremendous support this 

year, and for making my job so much easier in these challenging 

times. It is wonderful to work with a special team who always 

have the best interests of the children at heart.

Sadly we say goodbye to Mrs Manthey and Mrs Ainley at the 

nursery school as they head off for the United Kingdom. We wish 

them every success for the new chapter in their lives.

I thank Ms du Toit who worked as a locum teacher during 

lockdown and became part of our family. We wish Ms du Toit well 

for the next year at Broadacres Academy where she has secured 

a permanent position. Mrs Hempel joined Kyalami Preparatory 

School as a part-time computer teacher for the Junior Phase and 

will be pursuing her passion in Remedial education next year. 

We wish her well.

I inform you with great sadness that Mr Ainley will be leaving 

Kyalami Preparatory School at the end of 2020. Mr Ainley has 

served as Deputy Head of Administration, Co-Curricular and 

Student Affairs, for the past five and a half years. He and his wife, 

Sharon, and their two boys will be moving to the United Kingdom 

at the end of this year. A man with such integrity and concern 

for others is hard to match. Mr Ainley will be an incredible asset 

to the school he joins, and we wish him and his family all of the 

best for their new venture.

We bid goodbye to Mr Botha, our CEO of the Kyalami Group of 

Schools. Mr Botha has served as my mentor and go-to person 

when I needed to bounce ideas off someone. I thank Mr Botha 

for his unwavering support and commitment to School-related 

issues, no matter how big or small. The Kyalami Preparatory 

community wish him and his family well for the future.

We welcome Mrs Mngcotana who will be taking up a permanent 

position at Kyalami Nursery School. Mrs Mngcotana joined 

Kyalami Prep School as an intern four years ago and her energy 

and kind demeanour will be most welcome in creating a nurturing 

environment for our children. We wish her a long and happy stay.

‘Hope’ stands the test of time as the biggest inspiration to us 

all. I leave you with the following quote from Elizabeth Gilbert, 

which will provide some comfort in the months ahead.

“To sit patiently with a yearning that has not yet been 
fulfilled, and to trust that, that fulfilment will come, 
is quite possibly one of the most powerful ‘magic 
skills’ that human beings are capable of. It has been 
noted by almost every ancient wisdom tradition.” 

ELIZABETH GILBERT, AUTHOR 

I wish you a restful holiday with your family and friends.

Mr D. Hala

exist in South African society. The great divide in economic 

wealth in this country has been exposed, now, more than ever. 

Massive challenges face our country in addressing these social 

and economic inequalities. A shift away from a judgemental 

mindset, to one of listening and understanding others, is what is 

needed, in order to appreciate different views and to encourage 

our children to be the agents of change in our country.

Our children had a taste of how technology allows people to 

connect, anytime, anywhere, with anyone in the world, from 

almost any device. With this, comes the realisation, that from the 

classroom, our children can access the world and engage with 

others from diverse backgrounds and different cultures, and 

brings new meaning to the learning opportunities for our children.

Our children completed assignments and class tasks online, 

and at times without supervision. Not only did this develop 

responsibility, but it has built trust with their teachers and peers.

On returning to school after lockdown, it was blatantly apparent 

that our children had missed the social interaction and were 

disconnected from their peers. This has highlighted the need 

for a social and emotional approach to developing soft skills for 

their future social engagement and mental well-being.

An integral part of future classroom lessons will be with students 

working collaboratively to develop the softer skills and for 

enhanced engagement in the learning process. These are skills 

that a computer cannot do and they have been recognised as 

essential skills needed to prepare our children for the work 

place. Research has shown that children actively learn from their 

peers and are motivated to learn in these instances.

The world has changed forever, and to strive for what was 

normal before Covid-19 would be an injustice to our children. 

The role of technology in education has catapulted schools into 

the future, and there is no going back. Robotics, coding and the 

skills needed to continually evaluate information, media and 

technology effectively, need to be developed. This will help our 

children to create new ways of doing things and find solutions 

to the challenges facing the world.

Education will be focused on interpreting and analysing 

information through an Inquiry-based approach. This will have 

an impact on the way our teachers ask questions in order to 

challenge our children to become engaged in their learning. 

Learning needs to be personalised and relevant to many of the 

global issues and these need to form part of our day-to-day 

classroom discussions.

I take this opportunity to thank our PTF team: Jo Janssen, Peter 

Jacobs, and Fiona Malan for their ongoing support.

I thank the secretarial, auxiliary staff and the bursar department 

for all that they do behind the scenes. Their efforts in making the 

school look amazing and function smoothly do not go unnoticed.

My staff have been exceptional this year. Not only have they had 

to internalise and make sense of the year as it has unfolded, but 

they have had to put their own emotions aside, in order to meet 

the social and emotional needs of the children in their care. I 

have always believed that teachers are exceptional people, but 

this year their caring and supportive nature has exceeded all 

expectations. Kyalami Preparatory School has certainly lived 

up to its nurturing reputation, as the teachers have adapted 

to uncertainty and constant change, to meet the needs of each 

child with the understanding that no child will be left behind. I 

MY HIGHLIGHTS FOR ME THIS YEAR:
Hearing children’s laughter in the school corridors 

for the fi rst time after lockdown.
The K.P.S. rendition of the Jerusalema.

The fi rst School Grade assembly after lockdown.
Parents and pupils messages on Teacher’s appreciation day.
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Where do I even begin my Head’s report after a 
year like 2020? It goes without saying that 
this year has certainly been a year like no 
other! It has been a year that has taken our 
teaching and schooling programme and 
turned it upside down; growing each of us 
in areas we never dreamt we would be grown 
in while teaching Nursery School. I will be 
forever grateful for the staff who took the 
changes COVID-19 demanded of them in 
their stride, taking our learning programme 
online in a matter of days. From asking, 
“What is Google Drive?” to uploading 
content onto a Google site in a blink of an 
eye! KPNS staff, you are truly incredible!

To our Parents who became Teachers 
overnight, fitting a day of school into 
your already stressful workday, I want to 
salute you for your love and dedication; 
we could not have accomplished what 
we have this year if it were not for your 
support. Thank you! This year, more 
than ever, our Teacher-Parent 
relationships have been invaluable!

While nothing about this year has 
been ‘school as normal’, our children 
have learnt life lessons, which they will speak 
about for generations to come! My hope is that through 
this incredibly tough time, they will hold close to their 
hearts the time they were able to spend with their family. 
From our school family to yours, thank you for entrusting your 
children into our care, particularly in a year like we have just had! 

As the year comes to an end, we must say goodbye to our current 
Grade 0 children. I want to thank you for the privilege of journeying with 
you as families over the first three years of your child’s school career; 
we are honoured that you chose to make KPNS your home. We will miss 
each of our little people immensely and trust that they will still pop up 
the road to say “hello”. Enjoy the next chapter of ‘Big school’.

We also say goodbye to two of our founding members this year, 
Mrs Ainley and Mrs Manthey. Their contribution to our school has been 
outstanding and they will be missed dearly by both staff and pupils; 
all of the very best in your new adventure to the United Kingdom, 
Sharon and Ashleigh.

I would like to end off by wishing you all strength and love for 
the year ahead, whatever it may hold. We look forward to spending 
time with your children and getting to know 
them more in 2021.

MRS TAMMY 

ODENDAAL

Emma Malan

Maik Makhado
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Mrs Susan Blane
Grade 0 Teacher

Mrs Mokgadi Mogano
Teachers Assistant

Mrs Jacqui Thackwray
KPNS Secretary

Mrs Tammy Odendaal
Head of KPNS

Mrs Primrose Mauye
Teachers Assistant

Mrs Jayne Floyd
Grade 00 Teacher

Mrs Carol Sheehan
Grade 0 Teacher

Mrs Colleen Harris
Grade 00 Teacher

Miss Tiny Ndlovu
Teachers Assistant

Mr Samuel Mulaudzi
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs Kgadi Letageng
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs Tracey Ueckermann
Grade 000 Teacher

Mrs Sharon Ainley
Grade 000 Teacher

Mrs Lisa Howell
Grade 000 Teacher

Mrs Desire Calitz
Grade 00 Teacher

Miss Anna Mojela
Library Assistant

Mrs Vivian Nkoana
Teachers Assistant

Mrs Sikhangele Masuku
Teachers Assistant

Mrs Mbalenhle Buthelezi
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs Elizabeth Sanyika
Teachers Assistant

Mrs Ashleigh Manthey
Grade 0 Teacher

STAFFSTAFFSTAFF
KPNSKPNSKPNS
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FRIENDSHIP
CIRCLE OF FRIENDS
We’ve come together
as classmates, 
As the new year begins,
A year full of learning
while we become friends.
We’ll share and be kind
as we work and play,
And our friendship will grow
with each passing day.
Author Unknown
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I AM IN PRESCHOOL
I am not built to sit still, 

keep my hands to myself,
take turns, be patient, stand in line, 

or keep quiet all of the time.
I need: motion, novelty, adventure, 

and to engage the world 
with my whole body.

Let me play!
(Trust me, I’m learning) 

Author Unknown

FUN
DAYDAY

FUNFUN
WATER
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Mahir Adams

Cassidy Fraser 

Adithya Dewnarain

Sashira Ramsagar

Resego Nhlapo

Taddeus Maseko 

Dear Parents

I’ve worked with your flower
And helped it to grow,

I’m returning it now,
But I want you to know,
This flower is precious;

As dear as can be,
Love, take care of it,

And you will see
A bright new bloom

With every day.

It grew and blossomed
In such a wonderful way-

In January, just a bud
In December, a bloom.
Now a lovely blossom
I’m returning to you.

Remember, this flower,
As dear as can be-

Though rightfully yours,
Part will always be with me

MRS TRACEY UECKERMANN

MRS PRIMROSE
MAUYE

ORANGEORANGEORANGE
GROUPGROUP
GRADE 000

Hannah MoodleyYeira Siveraj

Amir Narothum

Adithya Dewnarain

MRS TRACEY

UECKERMANN

Cassidy Fraser

10 GRADE 000 ORANGE GROUP

Yuvaali Reddy

Liam Hawkins Hayin Gowan Hannah Moodley

Amir Narothum 

Yeira Siveraj

Liya Yang

CASSIDY: Being kind
AMIR: Someone to play with

YEIRA: Love is that I love
my parents
TADDEUS: A friend

SASHIRA: Drawing
HAYIN: Puzzles
YUVAALI: Drawing things 
inside the lines
LIAM: Riding my motorbike
MAHIR: Talking

RESEGO: It would sing “If you’re 
happy and you know it”

WHAT IS A FRIEND?

WHAT IS LOVE?

WHAT ARE YOU GOOD AT?

IF YOUR PET COULD TALK, 
WHAT WOULD IT SAY?

ADITHYA: 50 old
HANNAH: 11

HOW OLD DO YOU THINK I 
(MRS. UECKERMANN) AM?

Hayin Gowan

Mahir Adams

Taddeus Maseko

Yuvaali Reddy

Resego Nhlapo

Liam Hawkins

Sashira Ramsagar

11GRADE 000 ORANGE GROUP



WHAT IS MRS SANYIKA’S 
FAVOURITE FOOD?

Katelyn AlexanderKhwatsi Makhuvele Emily Maharaj

Simran Hurrichund Muhammed Essa

Lesedi Bango

Layla Van Den BergAarav Balwanth Mokhethoa Marumo Sienna Meyer

NATE: Pink cupcakes with popcorn. SHAUN: Rice and gravy.
She loves lots of Smarties.
MOKHETHOA: Meatballs and
spaghetti with red sauce.

LESEDI: To play with my Barbie 
doll in a house we make.
SIMRAN: Bake pancakes with 
syrup and give it to my brother 
to eat with us.

LAYLA: Play in the tree house 
which daddy built and it won’t 

break if adults go in it.
SIENNA: I do ballet with my 
daddy and we dance to my 
favourite song “Let it Go”.

SIFANELE: I play Paw Patrol with 
dad and I love my police car.

MUHAMMED: Daddy takes me to 
the park and I ride my bicycle.

WHAT IS MRS AINLEY’S
FAVOURITE FOOD?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
THING TO DO WITH 
MOMMY AT HOME?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE 
THING TO DO WITH 
DADDY AT HOME?

Sachiv Sabapathy

Sienna Meyer

Layla Van Den Berg

Noxolo Sibanyoni

Nate Odendaal

Lily Yang

Lesedi B
ango

Shaun Campbell

Muhammed Essa

12 GRADE 000 PURPLE GROUP

Mokhethoa Marumo

PURPLEPURPLEPURPLE

Sifanele Shongwe Sachiv SabapathyLily Yang

Noxolo Sibanyoni Nate Odendaal Amia Reddy

Liam Maharaj

Shaun Campbell

A Pre-School Good-Bye

Sticky fingers, freckled noses
Head, shoulders, knees and toes-es.

Shapes and colours, ABC’s,
Taking turns and 123’s.

Toothless smiles, hugs and giggles,
Circle Time and lots of wiggles.

Wooden blocks and dress-up clothes,
Learning how a flower grows.

Milk and cookies, first-time friend,
thinking days like these won’t end.
Preschool done before you know it,

No one sadder than this poet.

Like a butterfly, time has flown,
you have learned and you have grown.

Tiny chairs give way to desks,
book reports and spelling tests.

So take off now, spread your wings,
soar to new heights, learn new things.

Just remember, as you do, 
someone’s very proud of you.

Author Unknown

MRS SHARON AINLEY

Aarav BalwanthAmia Reddy

Simran Hurrichund

MRS SHARON

AINLEY

GROUPGROUP

Sifanele Shongwe

MRS ELIZABETH 
SANYIKA

GRADE 000

Liam Maharaj

13GRADE 000 PURPLE GROUP



I Did Nothing Today

When children come home at the end of the day,
The question they’re asked as they run out to play
Is “Tell me what did you do today?”
And the answer they give makes you sigh with dismay.
“Nothing, I did nothing today!”
Perhaps “Nothing” means that I read a book,
Or ...with a teacher I got to cook.
Maybe I painted a picture of blue,
Or heard a story of a mouse that flew.
Maybe I wrote in my journal myself,
Or found a great book on the library shelf.
Maybe I helped a friend today,
Or went to my favourite area alone,
Maybe today was the very first time
That my scissors followed a very straight line,
Maybe I sang a song right to the end,
Or worked with a special brand new friend.
When you’re three, four, or five your heart has wings
And “Nothing” can mean so many things
Author Unknown

MRS LISA HOWELL

MRS VIVIAN NKOANA

Sohaan NarotamDidintle Modise

Luca Malan

Anita Li Aurora Evans Aditya 
Harriparsadh

Malaika Radebe

Anita Li

Aurora Evans

Carter Mitchell

Aditya Harrip

ars
a
d
h

MRS LISA HOWELL

REDREDRED
GROUPGROUP
GRADE 000

Yousuf Mayet

14 GRADE 000 RED GROUP

MALAIKA: Writing and 
reading stories 

Bhavani NaidooCarter Mitchell

Dakalo
Ramabulana

Amahle Sibisi Yousuf MayetAuden Krügel

ANITA: To be good to 
your friend

CARTER: My legs 

DIDINTLE: I have a
kind heart

AURORA: She wakes 
up when it is morning
She has lunch when
it is afternoon
She eats dinner
in the night
She brushes her teeth 
and goes to sleep

AUDEN: A hunter 

ADITYA: Look at
fast cars

LUCA: Rory

YOUSUF: Play car wash

DAKI: A princess 

SOHAAN: It’s germs

WHAT IS LOVE?

WHAT IS THE 
BEST THING 
ABOUT YOU?

WHAT DOES 
MRS HOWELL 
DO WHEN SHE 
IS AT HOME?

WHAT DO
YOU WANT TO 
BE WHEN YOU 

GROW UP?

WHAT IS THE 
BEST THING 
ABOUT YOU?

WHAT IS YOUR 
FAVOURITE 
THING TO DO?

WHAT DO YOU 
LIKE TO DO 

WHEN YOU’RE 
NOT AT SCHOOL?

WHAT DO
YOU WANT TO 
BE WHEN YOU 

GROW UP?

WHAT IS
CORONAVIRUS?  

WHAT ARE
YOU GOOD AT?

WHO IS YOUR
FAVOURITE 

PERSON?

Didintle Modise

Malaika Radebe

Sohaan Narotam

Dakalo
Ramabulana

Amahle Sibisi

Auden Krügel

Luca Malan

15GRADE 000 RED GROUP



 

Sbusiso Shangase

Kaylen Le Roux

Romilda Neto Zhangrui Peng

IF YOU COULD CHOOSE 
TO BE AN ANIMAL,
WHAT ANIMAL WOULD 
YOU BE AND WHY?
AVERY: I would love to be a lion,
it has lots of fur around its face and
is very powerful and very strong.
GEORGIA: I would be a cheater because 
they run super-fast.
SBUSISO: I would be a falcon
because it can fly fast and very high.
CAMERON: I would be a huge elephant 
because they are huge and have tusks.
KAYLEN: I would be a koala bear
because they can climb high in
the trees.
ROMILDA: An elephant, it’s big and strong.
EMILY: I would like to be a cheetah 
because they can run very fast.
ZOHA: An Ostrich, It has powerful 
legs and runs fast.
UNAAV: I want to be a lion. It has 
sharp claws and is the king of 
the jungle.
ZHANGRUI: A hippo, it has a
big tummy.
NICOLE: I would like to be
a giraffe, it has a long neck
and can reachup very high.

Nicole Mahachi

Emily Maharaj

Georgia Jacobs

Kaylen Le Roux

Zoha Beukes

Romilda Neto

Unaav Behari

16 GRADE 00 BLUE GROUP

Zoha Beukes

Cameron Paton

Avery Chinsamy

Emily Maharaj

Unaav Behari

Nicole Mahachi

MRS MOKGADI
MOGANO

MRS JAYNE FLOYD

MRS SIKHANGELE

MASUKU

BLUEBLUEBLUE
GROUPGROUP
GRADE 00

Georgia Jacobs

Shining Star 

Shinning stars are what you are
Illuminate the sky

And after all you’ve learned this year
It’s not surprising why

Let laughter, love and friendship
and happy memories made
find a way onto your face

on any rainy day
and if you ever lose your way

Just cast your eyes above
because shining stars are what you

are and forever you will stay
Author Unknown

MRS JAYNE FLOYD

Avery ChinsamyCameron Paton

Sbusiso Shangase

Zhangrui Peng

17GRADE 00 BLUE GROUP



Let No One 
Steal your Dreams 

Let no one steal your dreams
Let no one tear apart 
The burning of ambition
That fires the drive inside your heart.

Let no one steal your dreams
Let no one tell you that you can’t
Let no one hold you back
Let no one tell you that you won’t.

Set your sights and keep them fixed
Set your sights on high
Let no one steal your dreams
Your only limit is the sky.

Let no one steal your dreams
Follow your heart
Follow your soul
For only when you follow them
Will you feel truly whole.

Set your sights and keep them fixed
Set your sights on high
Let no one steal your dreams
Your only limit is the sky.
Paul Cookson

MRS DESIRE CALITZ

Atlega Modibane

Rohan Govender Keira Caden Mikhenso Nkwana

MRS MOKGADIMOGANO

MRS DESIRE CALITZ

GREENGREENGREEN

Nikara Chetty

Ethan Van Heerden

Keira Caden

Mikhenso Nkwana

GROUPGROUP
GRADE 00

MRS SIKHANGELE

MASUKU

18 GRADE 00 GREEN GROUP

Jennifer MossKhwatsi MakhuveleNikara Chetty

Zoey Jacobs

Ethan Van Heerden

Zachary Willie

Kailash Govender

Summer WuThea Govender

ZOEY: You can’t go in airplanes
ETHAN: You can’t camp

JENNIFER: No being close
and no touching others

ROHAN: You can’t go
outside and you can’t share 

anything with people
MIKHENSO: Locking things

KHWATSI: I don’t know
ZACHARY: You have to stay at 

home ‘cos COVID is here.

ATLEGA: Means you learning 
online without being at school
KAI: Learning to do things
KEIRA: You see people on
the computer and you must
be very quiet when someone
is answering 

THEA: You talk to people on
the laptop
NIKARA: Learning stuff like how 
to do morning songs and we 
were doing the story puzzles

WHAT DOES 
LOCKDOWN MEAN?

WHAT IS ONLINE
LEARNING?

Jennifer Moss

Thea Govender

Zoey Jacobs

Atlega Modibane

Zachary Willie

Rohan Govender

Kailash Govender

Summer Wu

Khwatsi Makhuvele

19GRADE 00 GREEN GROUP



Takudzwa 
Mberikwazvo

Takudzwa 
Mberikwazvo

Mckenzie Moodie

Lebone Thobejane James GreenKatelyn Alexander Reha Mistry

Nandi Sangweni

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST
ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA? /
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE

‘BIG 5’ ANIMAL?
LEAGO: I like the beautiful butterflies and the trees.
JAMES: I like the elephants because they are so 
beautiful. They run and drink water.
REHA: I like the flowers and leopards. They climb 
up trees.
RUDAYEN: I like a rhino because it has horns and it 
pushes some animals away. It is protecting itself.
MCKENZIE: Because it is amazing. I like the cheetah 
because it runs so fast.
NOKO: I like the airport because I go to Cape Town. 
I see the animals. I see the leopards and elephants.
NANDI: I went to Durban and I went to my Granny and 
Grandpa’s house. I went to the beach and swam.
KATELYN: What I love about South Africa is I love the 
nature. All the different kind of animals and all the 
nice people we have.
KYLA: I love all the beautiful people and all the 
beautiful animals. I like the kudus because they 
have got horns.
MALIYAH: I like the waterfall in South Africa and I 
like all the trees.
LEBONE: I have been to Durban. I like the lion 
because they are the greatest hunters.
KIARA: I love the colourful flowers.
TAKUDZWA: I like lions because they eat zebras.
ERIC: I like the animals, giraffes. They are long.

Maliyah Pather

Rudayen Naidoo

Eric Kröger

Noko Somo

Reha Mistry

Katelyn Alexander

Kyla Caden

Mckenzie Moodie

20 GRADE 00 YELLOW GROUP

MRS SIKHANGELE

MASUKU

MRS MOKGADI
MOGANO

Maliyah Pather Kyla Caden

Rudayen Naidoo

Leago Madikong

Eric Kröger

Kiara Subban

Noko Somo

MRS COLLEEN

HARRIS

YELLOWYELLOWYELLOW
GROUPGROUP

GRADE 00

James Green

Leago Madikong

Lebone Thobejane

Nandi Sangweni

I am so glad I was your teacher,
I have watched you learn and grow.

We worked so hard, and had lots of fun.
However, our year was interrupted. 

The time went by so fast and
It seemed too soon to part.

Just know that you will always
Have a special place within my heart.

MRS COLLEEN HARRIS

Kiara Subban

21GRADE 00 YELLOW GROUP



MISS TINY NDLOVU

MRS SUSAN BLANE

0 B0 B0 B
GRADE

Niyanda Madalane

Aiden BlignautChetachi Anya

Drew Ashmore Sarah Urry

Zeenal Desai Yashir Gowan

Jack Van Biljon

Morgan Plummer Reyah Parbhoo

Mulugisi
Ramabulana

As Winnie the Pooh says 
“if you want to see a rainbow, 

you need to put up with the rain”. 

This wonderful bunch of children
have weathered the storms and 

all I see are rainbows! I love 
and adore each one of you. 

Lots of love, 

MRS SUSAN BLANE

Aiden Blignaut

Drew Ashmore

Emily Hoffman

Maik Makhado

Niyanda Madalane

Sana Mashego

Sarah Urry

Reyah Parbhoo

22 GRADE 0 B

Yashir Gowan

Njeri MbuthiaMulugisi
Ramabulana

Maik Makhado Emma MalanEmily Hoffman

Avi Hanuman

Luke Hannington

Njeri Mbuthia

Sana Mashego

WHAT DID YOU 
MISS MOST ABOUT 
SCHOOL DURING 
LOCKDOWN?
AIDEN: I missed my friend Yashir
AVI: I missed the playground and 
my teacher
CHETACHI: I missed playing on the 
Jungle gym
DREW: My friends
EMMA: I missed Sarah 
and Mrs Blane
JACK: I missed seeing my friends 
and playing on the jungle gym
LUKE: I missed playing with 
my friends
MAIK: The playground, my teacher 
and my friends
MORGAN: Hugging my friends 
and Mrs Blane
MULUGISI: Playing with my friends 
and playing on the field
NIYANDA: My friends and my teacher
NJERI: I missed my friends, my 
teacher, playing on the field and 
playing on the jungle gym
REYAH: I missed my friends, 
Prabav and Mrs Blane
SANA: I missed learning
SARAH: Seeing my teacher and 
playing on the jungle gym
YASHIR: I missed my friends 
and playing
ZEENAL: Playing on the field
EMILY: I missed the jungle gyms, 
my teacher and all of my friends!

Emma Malan

Jack Van Biljon

Luke Hannington

Morgan Plummer

Zeenal Desai

Avi Hanuman

Chetachi Anya

23GRADE 0 B



Callum Beuthin

Prabhav
Soobramany

Muvuledzi 
Tshifularo

Kyrah Reddy

Melokuhle 
Ntombela

Prabhav
Soobramany

HALEY: I missed my friends
and my teacher 

MIRIRO: I missed baking
 ADHYA: I missed my teacher, 

the jungle gym and the 
Letterland homework

DIVYA: I missed playing with 
the tyres on the field

MELOKUHLE: I missed my friends
KYRAH: I missed my teacher 

and learning about letters
ESIHLE: I missed playing with 

the toys and putting my
bag on my pencil locker

CALLUM: I missed my teacher 
and baking at school 

MATTHEW: I missed getting 
sweets and collecting rubbish 

on the field with Rohan

BRENDAN: I missed baking
and Afrikaans lessons
NKATEKO: I missed the
toys in my classroom
DECLAN: I missed playing
with my friends
PHENYO: I missed
the tuckshop
KUNGAWO: I missed playtime
ROHAN: I missed learning
and drawing at school
BENJAMIN: I missed my
friends and playing the
alien game 
PRABHAV: I missed my
friends and P.E.
MUVULEDZI: I missed
playing on the bikes
at playtime

WHAT DID YOU MISS MOST ABOUT
SCHOOL DURING THE COVID 19 LOCKDOWN?

Benjamin Rorke

Declan Milliken

Miriro Chengeta

Kyrah Reddy

Matthew Campbell

Kungawo Ndlovu

Callum Beuthin

Esihle Zikalala

Haley Calitz

Phenyo Mputle

Esihle Zikalala

Matthew Campbell

M
elokuhle Ntombela

24 GRADE 0 M

Rohan Ramsagar

Brendan Malan

Phenyo Mputle

Nkateko MalulekeAdhya Dewnarain

Rohan Ramsagar

Brendan Malan

Divya MaharajBenjamin Rorke

Miriro Chengeta

Victoria Shaw

Declan Milliken

MISS TINY NDLOVU

MRS ASHLEIGH

MANTHEY

0 M0 M0 M
GRADE

“You have brains in your head. You have 
feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any 

direction you choose. You’re on your own. 
And you know what you know. And YOU 
are the one who’ll decide where to go...”

Dr Seuss

MRS ASHLEIGH MANTHEY

Adhya Dewnarain

Divya Maharaj

Kungawo Ndlovu

Haley Calitz

Nkateko Maluleke

Muvuledzi 
Tshifularo

Victoria Shaw

25GRADE 0 M



Mia Stewart

Ethan King

Mukundi Moyo

Constandinos
Savopoulos

Mukundi Moyo

Jaime Malan

Keyur Gajoo

Gabriella De Sousa

Hriday Bisram

Arabile Modise Wan-Ting Ho

Ethan King

Kganya Somo

MISS TINY NDLOVU

0 S0 S0 S
GRADE

I’m glad I was your teacher
I’ve come to love you so.
I can’t believe the end is here
I hate to see you go.
You’re such a star
And I love you so dearly.
You light up my life
I mean that sincerely.
Remember all the fun we had
In all the things we did.
But most of all remember
You’re a very special kid!
Love, 

   MRS CAROL SHEEHAN

Shaila Beharie

Hriday Bisram

Keyur Gajoo

Kganya Somo

Blake Mitchell

Benjamin 
Van Den Berg

MRS CAROL SHEEHAN

26 GRADE 0 S

Constandinos
Savopoulos

Khwezi MncwangoAarush Maharaj

Nathan Reddy

Blake Mitchell

Isabella Mc Callum

Shaila BeharieBenjamin 
Van Den Berg

Omolemo Ntsimane

JAIME: …You!!! My teacher
KEYUR: …you teaching us
KGANYA: …playing on the
jungle gym
KHWEZI: …playing on the
jungle gym and swinging
MIA S: …playing on the
jungle gym
MUKUNDI: …playing with
my friends and playing soccer
NATHAN: …everything!!!
OMOLEMO: …playing on
the monkey bars
SHAILA: …You!!! And learning
in the classroom
WAN-TING: …You!!! And
the spider web, Letterland 
work and P.E.

AARUSH: …climbing on the 
net and on the rock wall

ARABILE: …playing on the
big field

BENJAMIN - …playing on
the spider web

BLAKE: …playing on the
spider web and the rock wall

CONSTANDINOS: …climbing 
on the rock wall

ETHAN: …playing on
the jungle gym and I

missed Brendan
GABRIELLA: …playing with

my friends
HRIDAY: …playing with all

my friends
ISABELLA: …swinging on the 

monkey bars

WHAT DID YOU MISS MOST ABOUT 
SCHOOL DURING LOCKDOWN?

Aarush Maharaj

Nathan Reddy

Omolemo Ntsimane

Wan-Ting Ho

Gabriella De Sousa

Arabile Modise

Jaime Malan

Khwezi Mncwango

Isabella Mc Callum

Mia Stewart

27GRADE 0 S



DREW
ASHMORE

SHAILA
BEHARIE

CHETACHI
ANYA

ADHYA
DEWNARAIN

GABRIELLA
DE SOUSA

KEYUR
GAJOO

ZEENAL
DESAI

NIYANDA
MADALANE

BRENDAN
MALAN

DIVYA
MAHARAJ

AARUSH
MAHARAJ

EMMA
MALAN

MAIK
MAKHADO

BLAKE
MITCHELL

PHENYO
MPUTLE

ARABILE
MODISE

KHWEZI
MNCWANGO

KUNGAWO
NDLOVU

MUKUNDI
MOYO

KYRAH
REDDY

KGANYA
SOMO

BENJAMIN
RORKE

NATHAN
REDDY

PRABHAV
SOOBRAMANY

CONSTANDINOS
SAVOPOULOS

KPNSKPNSKPNS
DAYDAY

GRADUATION
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CALLUM
BEUTHIN

MATTHEW
CAMPBELL

AIDEN
BLIGNAUT

HRIDAY
BISRAM

MIRIRO
CHENGETA

HALEY
CALITZ

YASHIR
GOWAN

EMILY
HOFFMAN

AVI
HANUMAN

LUKE
HANNINGTON

ETHAN
KING

WAN-TING (MIA)
HO

JAIME
MALAN

ISABELLA
MC CALLUM

SANA
MASHEGO

NKATEKO
MALULEKE

DECLAN
MILLIKEN

NJERI
MBUTHIA

MELOKUHLE
NTOMBELA

MULUGISI
RAMABULANA

REYAH
PARBHOO

OMOLEMO
NTSIMANE

ROHAN
RAMSAGAR

MORGAN
PLUMMER

MIA
STEWART

BENJAMIN
VAN DEN BERG

SARAH
URRY

MUVULEDZI
TSHIFULARO

ESIHLE
ZIKALALA

JACK
VAN BILJON

29KPNS GRADUATION DAY



AVI HANUMAN - A horse rider
LUKE HANNINGTON - A life guard
JACK VAN BILJON - An engineer and a hunter
MULUGISI RAMABULANA - A singer
AIDEN BLIGNAUT - I want to be like my Dad
SARAH URRY - A pottery teacher
NIYANDA MADALANE - A dancer and a singer
CHETACHI ANYA - A ninja
DREW ASHMORE - A power ranger
ZEENAL DESAI - A teacher
YASHIR GOWAN - A zoo keeper
MORGAN PLUMMER - A chef that makes cupcakes
REYAH PARBHOO - Ninja and a doctor
NJERI MBUTHIA - A singer and a dancer
SANA MASHEGO - A dance teacher
EMILY HOFFMAN - A singer
MAIK MAKHADO - A policeman
EMMA MALAN - A vet
HALEY CALITZ - A DJ
MIRIRO CHENGETA - A firefighter
ADHYA DEWNARAIN - A designer 
DIVYA MAHARAJ - An artist
MELOKUHLE NTOMBELA - A singer and dancer
KYRAH REDDY - A scientist
ESIHLE ZIKALALA - A teacher
CALLUM BEUTHIN - A builder
MATTHEW CAMPBELL - A scientist who gets rid of bacteria 
BRENDAN MALAN - An engineer
NKATEKO MALULEKE - A swimmer
DECLAN MILLIKEN - A police officer
PHENYO MPUTLE - A fireman 
KUNGAWO NDLOVU - A ninja
ROHAN RAMSAGAR - A scientist
BENJAMIN RORKE - Dig up dinosaur bones
PRABHAV SOOBRAMANY - An archaeologist
MUVULEDZI TSHIFULARO - A fireman
AARUSH MAHARAJ - A pirate because I like boats
ARABILE MODISE - A clown because I’m funny
BENJAMIN VAN DEN BERG - A teacher
BLAKE MITCHELL - A security guard
CONSTANDINOS SAVOPOULOS - A farmer
ETHAN KING - A ninja so I can save the city
GABRIELLA DE SOUSA - A detective because 
I love looking for clues and solving mysteries
HRIDAY BISRAM - A construction worker 
so I can build tall towers
ISABELLA MC CALLUM - A vet who saves fluffy animals
JAIME MALAN - A vet because I love animals
KEYUR GAJOO - To work on computers and study like my Dad
KGANYA SOMO - To work on computers like my Mom and Dad
KHWEZI MNCWANGO - A doctor so I can help people get better
MIA STEWART - A ballerina and a teacher
MUKUNDI MOYO - A soccer player because I love soccer
NATHAN REDDY - A fisherman who catches giant fish on a boat
OMOLEMO NTSIMANE - A singer, a dancer and a chef
WAN-TING HO - A computer worker like Mommy

I GROW UP,I GROW UP,I GROW UP,
WHENWHEN

I WANT TO BE... 

30 KPNS GRADUATION DAY

This year, 
we continued the 
tradition at Kyalami Preparatory 
School, where the current Grade 
0 pupils and ex-K.P.S. matric 
pupils host an assembly at our 
preparatory school. This was 
a virtual assembly where the 
matrics sent photos and memories 
of K.P.S. and recorded their 
memories of their time at 
Kyalami Prep School.

It is wonderful to see how 
these awesome young men and 
women have grown and to hear 
about where they are headed. 
The memories that that have 
of their prep school years were 
poignant, happy and shared by so 
many pupils past and present. 

The Gr0’s recorded a special 
rendition of ‘The World is Ours’ 
and this was included in the 
virtual assembly. 

Congratulations to the Grade 0 
class of 2008 and current matrics 
of 2020. We wish you well as you 
truly ‘Spread Your Wings’.

ALUMNIALUMNIALUMNI
ASSEMBLY

MATRICMATRIC

31MATRIC ALUMNI ASSEMBLY



32 FAREWELLS

It is a great honour for us to bid farewell to an incredible 
Deputy Head, Mr Clifford Ainley. He was appointed as Deputy 
Head, Administration and Pastoral Care (Boys), at Kyalami 
Preparatory School in January 2015 and we can honestly 
say that he always went above and beyond, the call of 
duty in each area of his portfolio.

Mr Ainley is a true servant leader who builds lifelong 
relationships with the people he meets. He takes a personal 
interest in each member of staff, making it his business to know 
each person as a unique individual. He has mentored more than one 
member of staff, celebrating their successes and supporting them 
through difficult times in their lives. He is a man of great integrity, 
never compromising his values for any individual or situation. As 
loyal as he is to the people he works with, he has the ability to 
be honest in a kind manner. He is a humble man who commands 
the respect of pupils, parents and staff, always leading by example. 
Clifford is a true team player and always involved himself in all 
facets of school life, be they of an Exco, Manco, Cultural, Sport or 
Academic nature. He also held our auxiliary team close to his heart, 
taking a personal interest in each one of them. Mr Ainley regularly 
put the needs of staff, pupils and the school before his own. 

Clifford has a passion for teaching, ensuring that children reach 
their potential, building self-confidence along the way. He is highly 
respected by his pupils and the team who teaches alongside him. 
He often goes the ‘extra mile’ to ensure that each child understands 
the concepts that he teaches. More than that he builds a trusting 
relationship with each pupil and although they have often admitted 
that initially they were a little nervous to be in his class, by the end 
of the year they held him in high esteem.

He was never one to shy away from dealing with conflict, listening 
actively and offering wise ways of resolving difficult situations with 
adults and children alike. Clifford is a collaborator who is willing 
to seek guidance and advice from those he works with, as well as 
other sources he respects, before making a decision that will have 
an impact on the school. 

He is a detail-orientated person who is also capable of taking a 
step back and looking at the ‘bigger picture’. He has the ability to 
introduce new ideas in such a way that he is able to get the buy 
in from staff, allowing the implementation of these proposals to be 
carried out seamlessly. He is a life-long learner keeping abreast with 
the latest trends. 

Clifford is a family man putting his wife and son’s needs above 
those of his own. His own personal journey in life has shaped him 
as an authentic man who can offer sound and real advice to others.

He is a visionary, who without doubt, had the ability to steer 
Kyalami Preparatory School in the right direction over the years; 
upholding our ethos and values. In the words of Nelson Mandela, 
“…a leader is like a shepherd. He stays behind the flock, letting 
the most nimble go out ahead, whereupon the others follow, not 
realising that all along they are being directed from behind.” Mr. 
Ainley is a true shepherd.

Mr Ainley, as you embark on your next chapter, we wish you God’s 
richest blessings, we know that you will have a huge impact on the 
next school that you teach at. Your legacy will always remain with us.

We wish you and your family every success.

Mrs D. McKee and Mrs K. Deirino
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Mrs A. Ramogale 
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs N. Bhengu 
Bursar

Mr D. Hala 
Headmaster

Mr A. Mokete 
Auxiliary Staff

Mr C. Ainley 
Deputy Head: Admin

& Boys’ Pastoral

Miss N. Mngcotana 
Intern

Mrs R. Ngobeni 
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs K. Deirino 
Deputy Head:
Junior Prep

Miss A. Mojela 
Library Assistant

Mr J. Mtsethwa 
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs D. Mckee 
Deputy Head: Academic

& Girls’ Pastoral

Mr T. Tshelane 
Intern

Mr S. Pilusa
Auxiliary Staff

Mr B. Wagner
Estate Manager

Mr S. Buthelezi 
Intern

Miss Z. Mcunu 
Admin Secretary

Mrs R. Chauque 
Auxiliary Staff

Mr G. Ncube
Auxiliary Staff

Mrs B. Chalmers 
HoD: Arts & 

Culture & English

Miss S. Makhanya 
Librarian & English

Mrs C. Mampe 
Administrator Assistant

Miss L. Mohowa  
Auxiliary Staff
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Miss K. Tshabalala 
Personal Assistant to 

the Headmaster

Miss M. McGillivray 
Locum for Grade 3

Mrs E. Kasondo  
EMS 

Mrs N. Ortlieb 
Grade 7, 

English & Mathematics

Miss M. Solomon 
Music

Mr S. Bhebhe
Sports Coach

Mr P. Thorp
HoD: 

ICT & English

Mrs H. Lawrence 
Grade 2

Mrs S. Pratt 
Grade 6, 

English & Mathematics

Mr C. van Staden 
Afrikaans

Mr T. Legodi
Sports Coach

Miss S. Baker 
Grade 2

Mrs K. Longo
Grade 1

Mrs K. Prevett 
Natural Sciences & PE

Mrs T. Versfeld
Grade 5, Social

Sciences & English

Mr S. Ngqokotya
Sports Coach

Mrs S. Courty 
Grade 1

Mrs P. Mantu 
Grade 7 & isiZulu

Mrs R. Rorke 
Grade 4 & English

Mrs A. Wingrave 
Grade 3

Mr L. Monini
Drumming

Mrs A. Hannington 
Grade 3

Mrs W. Mchunu 
isiZulu

Mrs J. Sargent 
Art

Mrs S. Wright
Grade 5, Afrikaans, 
Social Sciences & LO

Miss A. du Toit
Junior Prep Afrikaans,

Mathematics & PE 

Mrs. W. Huiskamp 
Grade 6, 

English & Mathematics

Mr S. Milliken 
Social Sciences & PE

Ms L. Sherratt 
Grade 4 & English

Mrs M. Hempel
Junior Prep ICT
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STAFFSTAFFSTAFF

GOOGLE

TRAININGTRAININGTRAINING
One of the by-products of Covid-19 and the resultant lockdown was of course the necessity of taking the classroom 
online. The forced rapid uptake of technology meant that many of us had to learn on our feet. As a result, we learned 
a tremendous amount about the G-suite as we navigated the online classroom. We quickly adapted and were soon 
running classes on Google Classroom with very few hiccups - testament to the staff’s commitment. Upon returning to 
school, during a staff training session, teachers were also taken through some of the finer nuances associated with 
marking in Google classroom as well as the Pear Deck extension which has the ability to bring presentations to life for 
the children. Grade Six and Seven teachers were also introduced to the Mobile Guardian platform. An application that 

will allow parents and teachers alike to monitor and manage the children’s Chromebooks. 

Mr P. Thorp

John Cotton Dana once said, “Who dares to teach, must never cease to learn.” this is something that we have 
taken to heart at Kyalami Preparatory School. We believe in keeping up with the latest trends in education and 
place a great deal of value in the professional and personal growth of our staff. I am pleased to say that despite 
Covid our staff managed to attend several courses both virtually and physically. These included:

 • Annual Kyalami Schools Conference
 • Google Suite Training
 • Nutrition Course
 • UKZN Online Pedagogy Webinar
 • Ditch that textbook
 • Special Needs Cluster Meeting
 • International Baccalaureate Conference
 • Mobile Guardian training 
 • Social and Emotional Learning Workshop
 • Cool to be me training workshop
 • Leading Transformational Change in Education

By attending these courses we believe that our staff are motivated 
to inspire and understand the children that they teach.

Mrs D. McKee

DEVELOPMENT

GOOGLE
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Olivia Urry

Gia Jhina

ONEONEONE
GRADE

38 GRADE 1

WHAT WAS THE 
BEST PART OF REMOTE 

LEARNING?

WHAT WAS THE WORST 
PART OF REMOTE 

LEARNING?

WHAT’S THE 
HARDEST THING ABOUT 

COVID-19?

That you can mute yourself 
and then talk.

Dominic Le Roux
I liked doing work – maths especially.

Cebolenkosi Xulu

Not being able to play with my friends.
Melissa Marktl

I couldn’t go back to school, 
I was sad.

Adam Scott

Trying to keep my mask on.
Oratilwe Molebale

I can’t hug my best friends.
Olwethu Simelani

Kriyan Govender

Lethabo Thobejane 
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Seth Odendaal

Seth Odendaal

Dhiya Harriganesh    

Kayla Stewart

1 C1 C1 C
Rory Malan

Arielle Bodika     

Mika Beukes        

Ava Caden     

Ndumiso Thusi     

Dhiya Harriganesh     

Suvariya Naicker    Gaur Radebe

Alia Pillay

Suvariya Naicker   
Unam Ramabulana

Holly Ueckermann

Morgan Withers  

Pedro Kangola

Singita Mashimbye     
Vihaan Maharaj 

Jaden Moss

Hannah Fear

GRADE

MRS SIOBHAUN
COURTY 
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Hannah Fear   

Jaden Moss
Lethabo Thobejane  

Megan Ho   

Gia JhinaKayla Stewart

Vihaan Maharaj  

Singita Mashimbye      

Holly Ueckermann

Rory Malan

Pedro Kangola

Unam Ramabulana

Morgan Withers   
Alia Pillay

Lintswi Bango

Shonak Vallabh

Arielle Bodika      

Imaan Essa    

Ava Caden   

Gaur Radebe

Gia Jhina

Imaan Essa   

Lethabo Thobejane 
Lintswi Bango Mika Beukes   

Ndumiso Thusi   

Shonak Vallabh

Megan Ho  
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Cebolenkosi Xulu

1 L1 L1 L
GRADE

Cebolenkosi Xulu
Olivia Urry  

Oratilwe Molebale  

Hannah Ueckermann

Joshua Chetty

Olwethu Simelani

Dominic Le Roux 

Rebecca Gibson   

Milan Singh

Buyisele Madlanga

Moabi Pitse

Gia Krakowitzer       

Teha Maharaj Adam Scott

Dhruv Patel Oratilwe Molebale   

Nicola Kröger Kriyan Govender   Miha Rawatlal      

Gia Krakowitzer      

Rebecca Gibson  

Samaira Sathe

Teha Maharaj

Luke Alley   

Ria Narothum     

MRS KELLY
LONGO
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Hannah 
Ueckermann

Melissa Marktl

Ria Narothum      

Joshua Chetty 

Kirtana Naidoo    

Olwethu Simelani

Luke Alley    

Connor Kent   

Arya Mathew

Zichen Huang   

Samaira Sathe

Adam Scott

Arya Mathew

Dhruv Patel

Dominic Le Roux

Kirtana Naidoo   

Moabi Pitse

Zichen Huang  

Nicola Kröger

Olivia Urry 

Milan Singh

Kriyan Govender  

Melissa Marktl

Miha Rawatlal     

Buyisele Madlanga

Connor Kent  
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Nyiko Sibuyi

Simane Suping

Nandi Mbelle

TWOTWOTWO
GRADE

44 GRADE 2

WHAT HAS COVID-19 
TAUGHT YOU?

WHAT DID YOU MISS 
ABOUT SCHOOL?

HOW DID YOU 
FIND YOUR PARENTS 
AS TEACHERS?

WHAT IS THE BEST 
THING ABOUT GRADE 2?

WHAT WAS THE 
FUNNIEST THING THAT 
HAPPENED AT HOME 
DURING LOCKDOWN?

To be careful and wash your hands.
Divya Moodley
To always take care of yourself 
and your health.
Liam Jansen

My friends and Mrs Lawrence.
Yashoda van Tonder
I missed giving my friends and 
teachers a hug.
Ivan Hughes

My mom was good,
my dad was terrible.
Lucy Snell
My parents were funny teachers
and we had lots of laughs. 
Yuven Muthukrishna

My teacher.
Summer Stacey
My new friends are the best thing 
about grade 2.
Tristan Chau

My brother’s jokes made me 
laugh everyday.
Alexander Chetty

Bandile Shangase

Mbasa Charles

Genevieve Quinn
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Victoria Green

Simane Suping

Leaya Govinder

Sudiksha Govender

Nyiko Sibuyi

Gracie Mills

Connor Naidoo

Tristan Chau Ntshuxeko Khoza

Aashmeya Reddy

Cwebile Shongwe

Gracie Mills

Ntshuxeko Khoza

Sudiksha Govender

Tristan Chau

Ontiretse Sibiya

Ivan Hughes

Victoria Green

MISS STEPHANIE
BAKER

2 B2 B2 B
GRADE

46 GRADE 2 B

WHAT HAS COVID 19
TAUGHT YOU?

DURING REMOTE 
LEARNING, WHAT DID 
YOU MISS MOST 
ABOUT SCHOOL?

WHAT IS THE BEST 
THING ABOUT GRADE 2?

HOW DID YOU
FIND YOUR PARENTS
AS TEACHERS?

Don’t touch your face and 
remember to keep your mask on.
Nyiko Sibuyi
How to wear a mask correctly.
David Bodika
To never eat random and 
strange animals.
Shefalli Hemraj
It is very important to wear your 
mask and social distance. 
Connor Naidoo

I missed my friends the most.
Simane Suping
I missed my teacher a lot as she is 
the best thing about Grade 2.
Bandile Shangase

Learning my Times tables.
Takundanashe Muchena
My favourite thing about Grade 2 
was Pirate Camp.
Sinethemba Sikhosana
Having kind teachers.
Rudo Mtawarira

My parents were amazing as teachers 
when I was at home.
Motheo Mokwena

Ontiretse Sibiya
Yuven 

Muthukrishna
Takundanashe 

Muchena
Sinethemba 

Sikhosana

Motheo Mokwena

Bandile Shangase

Sienna Stander

Rudo Mtawarira

Ivan Hughes
Cwebile Shongwe

Alexander Chetty

Liam Jansen

Shefalli Hemraj

Aashmeya Reddy

David Bodika

Liam Jansen

Yuven Muthukrishna

Alexander C
het

ty

Leaya Govinder

Sienna Stander
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Kayla Magaya

2 L2 L2 L
GRADE

Lucy Snell

Remmogo Segoale

Suvan Kundalram

Yanga Nongogo Declan Fraser

Divya Moodley

Motheo Madikong Zara Khader

Genevieve Quinn Loago Kgomo

Morgan Villet

Motheo Madikong

Zara Khader

Suvan Kundalram

Summer Stacey

MRS HEIDI
LAWRENCE

Yashoda
van Tonder
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Yashoda
van Tonder

Nandi MbelleNathan Govender

Mbasa Charles

Fezile BhiyaMorgan Villet

Summer Stacey

Yuveer Bechoo

Keira Raman

Alexandra Njowa

Brandon Brooks Kayla MagayaLomit Gala

Fezile Bhiya

Loago Kgomo

Lucy Snell

Alexandra Njowa

Lomit Gala

WHAT HAS COVID 19
TAUGHT YOU?
To be more responsible.
Yuveer Bechoo
You must always wear your mask.
Mbasa Charles
To wash hands more often.
Nathan Govender
To stay safe and not cough a lot.
Remmogo Segoale

WHAT DID YOU MISS 
ABOUT SCHOOL?
Seeing everyone and hugs.
Nandi Mbelle
My friends and my teacher.
Keira Raman

WHAT IS THE 
BEST THING ABOUT 
GRADE 2?
Pirate Camp.
Brandon Brooks
I got the best teacher.
Genevieve Quinn

HOW DID YOU 
FIND YOUR PARENTS 
AS TEACHERS?
Fun and funny.
Yanga Nongogo
Terrible.
Declan Fraser

Divya Moodley
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S   ome talk on the block said 2020 was strange, with  
  Covid and lockdown it was not all fun and games

U nless you were a Grade 3 at K.P.S., the word for our  
  year was AWESOME not ‘what a mess’

P art of the fun that we had took place in Jan, when  
  we were entertained by a real fireman

E xciting activities kept coming our way, a Valentine’s  
  braai ensured a fun, love filled day

R eading is the most important thing about school and  
  dressing up for World Book Day was super cool

H owever, in March, we were given less than a thrill,  
  when schools were shut down, by Uncle Cyril 

E veryone locked up their houses and toilet paper did  
  save, except Mrs Hannington and Mrs Wingrave 

R ight through the night they worked, no time to get a  
  tan, these two teachers were making a plan

O lympics was the theme, it was oh so much fun, we  
  watched all the athletes virtually run

E ventually back to the classroom we came, big grins  
  all round and elbow bumps were the game

S o now we conclude the year didn’t go as planned,  
  but still it’s fair to say, it was totally grand!

2020 SUPER HEROES 
ACROSTIC POEM

THREETHREETHREE
GRADE

Naavya Moodley

Reese Reddy
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My teacher did cooking, cleaning 
and playing with her family.

Remo Pitse
The teachers drank tea

an coffee and taught their
kids some plus or minus.

Casey Ho
Make us work the whole day.

Kimberley Billiat
They rested and worked with

the kids online.
Ryleigh Withers

I missed my teachers and 
my friends.

Sayna Poongan
I missed the fun and games.

Liam Pillay
Talking to my friends 

during break.
Philile Khuluse

Seeing my friend and teachers 
and learning in the class.

Neo Thothela

WHAT DID MY 
TEACHERS DO 

DURING LOCKDOWN?

WHAT HAPPENED AT 
THE SCHOOL DURING 

LOCKDOWN?
It got older.

Reobone Ditshoene
It got lonely.

Mishka Pillay
The school had to close down 

because of Covid-19.
Sthelosokungoba Shabangu

WHAT DID YOU
MISS THE MOST 

ABOUT SCHOOL?

WHAT WAS
YOUR FAVOURITE 
LOCKDOWN
FAMILY ACTIVITY?
I liked playing cricket with
my parents.
William Malan
Playing Rummy sitting at the bar.
Tyler Van Aswagen
Building a 10 002 piece puzzle.
Chiara La Vita

WHAT DID THE
PRESIDENT DO

DURING LOCKDOWN?
He made everyone laugh when 

he put his mask on wrong.
Liam Kara-Vala

I think the President was trying
to keep everyone safe.

Esha Mathew
He stayed home I think, I don’t 

watch the news, I played with
my sister more.

Lolan Horne
He put us in lockdown and

kept on doing things to help us.
Isabella Brachini

WHAT INSPIRES YOU?
My parents inspire me to live life.
Aryan Maharaj
Doing Maths with my Daddy.
Amy Kent
My work inspired me. I realised
if I can do it nicely in lockdown,
I can do the same at school.
Elena Whitty
My parents inspire me.
Dylan Mahachi
My brother inspires me through 
my life.
Hafsa Nabee
What inspires me is that some 
people are still being kind in this 
rough time. 
Miecke Le Roux
My life.
Aryan Sirkissoon

Sarah Alexander

Rachael Jacobs
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Akwandokuhle 
Ntombela

Hlelo Tanga

3 H3 H3 H
GRADE

Sarah Alexander

Aryan Maharaj

Lungiswa Hanival

Remofilwe Pitse

Amy Kent

Mishka Pillay

Amy Kent

Casey Ho

Liam Kara-Vala

Mishka Pillay

Remofilwe Pitse

Esha Mathew

MRS ANGELAHANNINGTON 

Sayna Poongan
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WHAT INSPIRES ME?
My mom inspires me by every 
day having a smile on her face.
Naavya Moodley
My work inspired me. I realised 
if I can it nicely in lockdown, 
I can do the same at school.
Elena Whitty

WHAT DID 
THE PRESIDENT 
DO DURING 
LOCKDOWN?
He would go on the TV at 7:00 
at night and talk about Covid-19.
Connor Delport

Zayen Labuschagne

Elena Whitty

Naavya Moodley

Tyler Van Aswegen

Sayna Poongan

Casey Ho

William Malan

Esha Mathew

Kian Govender

Reobone Ditshoene

Lolan HorneConnor Delport

Liam Kara-Vala

Tyler Van Aswegen

William Malan

Reobone Ditshoene

WHAT DID 
MY TEACHERS 
DO DURING 
LOCKDOWN?

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THE SCHOOL 
DURING 
LOCKDOWN?

I think they had a party at home.
Hlelo Tanga
My teacher marked books
and played with her son 
and daughter.
Akwandokuhle Ntombela

Spiders came and took over 
the school!!! HA HA HA.
Sarah Alexander

WHAT WAS 
MY FAVOURITE 
LOCKDOWN FAMILY 
ACTIVITY?
My favourite activity was 
Lockdown Olympics.
Lungiswa Hanival

WHAT DID I MISS 
THE MOST ABOUT 
SCHOOL?
My friends Casey, Lolan, 
Zayen and my teacher 
Mrs Hannington.
Kian Govender
My friends and seeing people 
in person and not on a screen.
Zayen Labuschagne

Lolan Horne
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Kimberley Billiat

Aryan Sirkissoon

Ariv Rambaran

Reese Reddy

Isabella Brachini

Miecke Le Roux

Caleb Mantu

Neha Jhina Omogolo Habana

3 W3 W3 W
GRADE

Chiara La Vita

Hafsa Nabee

Miecke Le Roux

Liam Pillay

Kimberley Billiat

Aryan Sirkissoon

MRS ALICIA 

WINGRAVE
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Dylan Mahachi

Sthelosokungoba 
Shabangu

Rachael Jacobs

Levi Bekker

Chinemeze Abanno

Philile KhuluseHafsa Nabee

Mikayla Buckham

Liam Pillay

Ryleigh Withers

Neo Thothela

Dylan Mahachi

Chiara La Vita

Isabella Brachini

Sthelosokungoba 
Shabangu

Ryleigh Withers

Philile Khuluse

Neo Thothela

WHAT DID MY TEACHERS DO 
DURING LOCKDOWN?
She was on holiday.
Reese Reddy
Relaxed and had fun with her husband.
Mikayla Buckham

WHAT HAPPENED
AT THE SCHOOL
DURING LOCKDOWN?
Nothing.
Neha Jhina

WHAT DID YOU MISS THE 
MOST ABOUT SCHOOL?
I missed seeing my teacher and my friends.
Rachael Jacobs

WHAT WAS YOUR
FAVOURITE LOCKDOWN
FAMILY ACTIVITY?
Doing cartwheels.
Chinemeze Abanno

WHAT DID THE PRESIDENT
DO DURING LOCKDOWN?
Ask him, not me.
Omogolo Habana
He was telling us to stay safe and to stay home.
Ariv Rambaran

WHAT INSPIRES YOU?
Breakfast.
Levi Bekker
Teachers.
Caleb Mantu
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GRADE 1

The Junior Preparatory Celebration ceremony, 
our annual event where we celebrate the children’s academic growth, took place in the historical sense, 
but with a different format. The Covid-19 pandemic required us, as a school, to comply with the Health 
and Safety protocols, compelling the children and staff to adhere to the sanitisation, social distancing and 
wearing of mask protocols and parents to celebrate with their children virtually, via a live stream link. 

The rationale behind the ceremony, 
ceremonies in this case, as each grade had an opportunity to attend individual Celebration ceremonies this 
year, is to celebrate the talent, progress or promise that each child in Grade One, Two and Three displays over 
the year. We pride ourselves in providing each child with the opportunity to participate in all areas of school 
life, and then help nurture and encourage them to reach their full potential and develop their talents. Our 
daily engagement and teaching time with them allow us to witness their individual growth and achievement.

With this in mind, 
every child received an achievement award acknowledging the area or areas where they had excelled 
or had shown great potential throughout the year. Some of the attributes recognised were academic 
excellence, diligence, progress in all learning areas, determination, adaptability and resilience. The children 
looked so proud as they stood on the stage, showing off their awards to their family members at home. 

Our Celebration
ceremony concluded with the school song and a word of thanks from Mr David Hala, our headmaster.

JUNIOR PREPARATORY 

CEREMONY
CELEBRATIONCELEBRATIONCELEBRATION

CEREMONY

JUNIOR PREPARATORY

2020

56 JUNIOR PREP PRIZE-GIVING

GRADE 2

GRADE 3
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Kaitlyn Quinn

Azariah Pillay

Dishita Gala

Naaila Mohamed

FOURFOURFOUR
GRADE

58 GRADE 4

2020 POEMS

THINGS I LEARNT IN 2020
1. I learnt how to join a meet for online school.
2. I learnt how to type fast.
3. I learnt how to message my friends and teachers.
4. I learnt that seeing my friend on a Meet or a Zoom was enough. 
5. I learnt to get used to the sound of barking and lawn mowers. 
6. I learnt that wearing a mask is something to get used to. 
7. I learnt to take take hand cream to school because hand sanitizer 
 makes your hands dry.
THINGS I CAN’T WAIT TO DO
1. I can’t wait to run around with my friends and play tag.
2. I can’t wait to see my friend just not on a computer.
3. I can’t wait to stop putting on hand sanitizer. 
4. I can’t wait to stop wearing a mask all the time!
Isabella Macnamara

2020
2020 a year we remember of home alone.
A hard year of school life.
Everyone’s life is  on the line.
Wondering if the world is going to end.
Masks and social distancing .
Missing hugging friends and teachers,playing games and having fun. 
Now we are in blocks masks on, and stressful times.
Sanitizing all the time sick and tired of it all.
Evelyn Malan

Nathan Van Aswegen

Dylan Thackwray

Dillan Coetzee
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Genevieve Joubert

COLOUR
POEMS

PINK
As pink as Barbie, as pink as bubblegum.
Pink is a cute colour, it makes me feel happy and energetic.
Pink is as perfect as can be.
Pink makes me feel special in some sort of way.
Soft pink is my favourite colour, it makes me feel playful and joyful.
Naledi Mokgoantle

BLUE
Blue is like the sky.
Blue as bright as someone’s eyes.
Blue is as clear as the ocean.
Blue might give you emotion.
Blue may hit you like the sea.
That is the way blue is for me.
Oabile Ntsimane

YELLOW 
As yellow as the sun,
As yellow as an eagle.
As yellow as the flag,
As yellow as can be
Kwamukelo Dlamini

Yash Chatrooghoon

THE BEAUTY OF WHITE
White is the snow, that falls in a flow.

White are my pearls, that blend into my curls.

The fluffy clouds that go by in the sky.
White reminds me of blank paper that is waiting to be filled in.

White makes me feel so crystal clear, I tell you my dear.

White is such a soothing, calm colour that it makes me want to sit and ponder.
White is so bright it makes me want to write about how wonderful it is.

Oh white! You are just so right.
Mahi Singh

BLUE
Blue is the sky shining in the sun.

Blue is the chair that I sit on.
Blue is the ink with which I write.

Blue is the colour of my eyes that shine so bright.
Blue is going out of sight, the sky is turning black tonight.

 Cameron Harrison

PURPLE
Purple as lavender, violet and maroon.

Purple as a mixture of red and blue.
Reminds me of candy unicorn dreams,

A pastel sweet and sugary treat.
Purple, the best of the best, my favourite colour.

Yes indeed, it calms me down and makes me happy.
Gives me butterflies in my tummy.

 Ziyanda MbekeniIsabella Mills

Genevieve Joubert

Leah King

Tawandah Magora

Maxim Shyrobokov

Oabile Ntsimane Dillan Coetzee

MRS ROSEMARYRORKE 
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GRADE

Maxim Shyrobokov
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Leah KingIsabella McNamara

Kimaya Katiah

Naaila Mohamed

Isabella Mills

Evelyn Malan

Ziyanda Mbekeni Naledi Mokgoantle

Kwamukelo Dlamini

Mahi Singh

Kiren Mathew

Kimaya Katiah

Teshav Dharmapall

Sean Salmon

Naaila Mohamed

Dylan Thackwray

Ella Mayne

Cameron Harrison Isabella McNamara

Ella Mayne

Sean Salmon

RICKY THE RAINDROP
I am a raindrop. My name is Ricky. 
One morning the sun’s rays were 
very strong and I got sucked up into 
a cloud. The cloud changed colour 
from clear to white. Then I became 
very heavy and fell on a mountain 
and got swallowed up by a river and 
then a stream. After that I became 
engulfed into the ocean. Now the 
cycle will start all over again.
Yash Chatrooghoon

HAIKU POEMS

BLUE
Blue as the ocean,

As blue as the mighty sky
As blue as my eyes.

Dillan Coetzee

FLOWERS
Flowers, a bright light.

Like the shining star tonight.
Fun heart, play along.

Evelyn Malan

SCHOOL 
School is fun, very fun.

Learning, learning, all day long.
Home time, home time, YAY!

Teshav Dharmapall

MY DOG
My dog is happy

My dog loves me so much
Like a bouncy ball.
Dylan Thackwray

CLOUD
You cannot jump it,

You can’t touch it, not at all.
It moves like the wind.

Tawandah Magora

A BIKE RIDE
Mud is dust, dark brown.

The bush is better than town.
I love motorbikes.

Kiren Mathew
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Alyssa Roets

Kudzai Zvareva

Miya 
Mollagrean-Kampmann

Dishita Gala

Miya 
Mollagrean-Kampmann

Cameron Sneddon Vania Phakathi Kaelo Pitse Maya Horton

MS LIZ SHERRATT
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GRADE Kaitlyn QuinnAryan Sathe

Sarah LemmonKhumo Modibane

Nkateko Maphokga Frank Stacey Azariah Pillay Nathan
Van Aswegen

Sarah Lemmon

Tiago Jardim

Nkateko Maphokga

Kayla Govinder

Nathan
Van Aswegen

Reece Janssen
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Khumo Modibane

COLOUR POEMS

WHAT IS YELLOW?

Yellow is the shining sun bringing in the light
Yellow is the rose in your garden

Yellow are bananas that smile and say hello
The candles that light up the dark.

Yellow are the happy children in Summer.
Dishita Gala

BLUE

Blue is the ink in my pen
Blue are all the school chairs
Blue is my uniform at school

Blue is the bright summer sky
Blue is the perfect pool-

That makes me very happy!
Nxaba Kunene

THE COLOUR RED

Red is the colour of a shed,
It is the colour of my brother’s bed,

Red makes me feel mad,
And does not make me feel sad.

Tawongah Magora

THE BLUE LILIES

Blue is that flower outside
That makes you happy every day

A beautiful Forget-me-knot.
Blue are the roses and the lilies
The blue skies, rivers and lakes

And the rain
Blue makes me calm and content

Sleepy like a soft pillow
On a cold day.
Azariah Pillay

Alyssa Roets

Kudzai Zvareva

Tiago Jardim

Kayla Govinder

Reece Janssen

Tawongah Magora

Katrina Chau

Adam Khader

Jaime Sinclair

Kiaav Maharaj

Nxaba Kunene

HAIKU POEMS

THE SKY

The sky is blue
With clouds, stars, sun and planets,
The sky is endless!
Kiaav Maharaj

NOT INCLUDING DAD

Cats love sour stuff
I cannot agree with that
Mom loves sour stuff.
Aryan Sathe

Adam Khader
Frank Stacey

Jaime Sinclair

Kaitlyn Quinn

Katrina Chau
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BIO POEM
Crazy, funny, caring

Lover of cricket, sport and DIY stuff.
Who is able to play cricket, run fast, laugh.

Who feels happy, just fine, excited.
Who wonders what crabby patties taste like and if flying cars are real.

Who fears living bananas and aliens.
Who would like to be the cricket captain for SA.

Who dreams of seeing all the cricket players.
Luke von Loggenburg

Kind helpful and funny.
Lover of sweets, hotdogs, pineapple and ham pizza.

Who is able to swim, gokart and play soccer.
Who feels happy and excited when at school.

Who wonders who is the oldest person in the world and the best actor in the world.
Who fears hammerhead sharks and killer whales.

Who would like to go sky dive, bungee jump and scuba dive.
Who dreams of driving a blue Lamborghini Urus.

Langa Mauwane

Thakasa Zikalala

Taye Ortlieb

Makhanani

Malwandla

64 GRADE 5

LIMERICK

There once was a spider named Flat
Who lived happily right under a mat. Wanting to live in a house                  

But scared of a huge mouse
He ran terrified right under a hat.

Kaelo Pitse

There once was an old teacher
Who was married to a mean creature

The teacher always worked
While the creature smirked

Oh that poor old teacher.
Keira Jansen

SYNONYM 
NURSERY RHYME
Shine, shine, tiny heavenly body.
How I think of what you may be?
Up over the earth so far,
the same as a precious stone in the atmosphere.
Shine, shine, tiny heavenly body,
How I think of what you may be?
Shine, shine, Tiny heavenly body
How I think of what you may be?
Up over the earth so far,
the same as a precious stone in the atmosphere.
Shine, shine, tiny heavenly body,
How I think of what you may be?
Sven Meyer

Anele Bhiya

Robyn Nortje
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MONSTER POEM
Bella Brooks is a blue, bouncy baby beast.

She lives in a big, beautiful blush bar.
She bites on brown brownies, biscuit and blueberry and drinks Berry Blaze. 

She likes to bounce on birthday cakes with her bouncy ball.
Bella does not like banana bread with bananas and beans.

Makhanani Malwandla

Rachel Red Robber is a rare, red monster.
She lives in a royal, red room.

She eats red royal, round raspberries. 
She loves roller skating in the red roller rink 

She hates red raging people.
Arha Ramdutt

Mikey the mischievous monkey monster.
Lives on Majestic Mountain 

He eats muddy banana marshmallows. 
Mikey loves action movies.

Mikey does NOT like monsters. 
Mahlatse Makgatho

Maya Horton

WISH POEM
I am caring for others and also loving                                    

Who would like to live on planet Mars?                                    
Who is able to be the tallest human living                               

Who wonders that adults can cry                                           
Lover of Pizza and Dogs                                                        

Who fears that robots could take over the WORLD!!!!              
Who is able to  be the tallest human living                                

Who dreams of having a world full of candy and sweet 
Thabang Maganedisa

I wish I were
a galloping, majestic Unicorn.

In a lovely flowery place with my friends and family.
 Gobbling on some yummy sugary cake and fizzy drinks

 Happily ! 
Jaydon Toulassi

Bettie bought a bit of butter,
 but the butter Bettie bought

 was too bitter!
 So where is the butter Bettie bought before?

Robyn Nortje

I wish I were 
An agile mountain goat. 

On a rocky hillside.
Looking at a new amazing view everyday. 

Without a care in the world.
Hannah Lemmon 

Anele Bhiya

Jordan Plaatjies

BIO POEM
Kind, caring and loving.
Lover of fluffy cute animals, Typo and lime milkshakes with sprinkles on top.
Who feels happy when she sees her friends and family.
Who wonders in the future if there are going to be flying horses or we could live in different planets.
Who fears that we are killing our planet.
Who would like to ride horses through the forest and read Harry Potter book everyday.
Who is able to dream big and dance her heart out.
Who dreams to sing to the world.
Vania Phakathi

Makhanani
Malwandla

LIMERICK
There was once a red strawberry,
and her best friend is a hairy cherry.
She only ate cheese 
because peas make her sneeze
and together they chased purple fleas.
Isabel-Jul Cronje

THE WEIRD-LOOKING BEE

Once there was a very weird looking bee.
Humans thought he was a strange flea.
He was so fed up.
He stung a nice pup.
From stinging he was so filled with glee.
Kegoratile Khuluse

Cameron Sneddon

Anele Bhiya

Robyn Nortje

Kiera Doyle

5 V5 V5 V
GRADE

MRS TOINETTE

VERSFELD

Callum Naidoo

Cameron Sneddon

Nhlanhla Madalane

Sven Meyer
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SYNONYM 
NURSERY RHYME
Lumpy Slumpy was perched on the fence, 
Lumpy Slumpy had a big tumble. 
Every one of the emperor’s colts
and every one of the emperor’s guys,
could not join Lumpy back into one.
Liam Chaplin

Humpty Dumpty 
Settled on the fence 
Humpty Dumpty 
Had a big slip
All the ruler’s ponies 
And all the ruler’s soldiers 
Never fixed Humpty 
Ever again!
Uvthi Mungaroo

Kiera Doyle

Jordan Plaatjies

Callum Naidoo

Arha Ramdutt

Hannah Lemmon

Maya Horton

ALLITERATION POEM
Tim the terrifying tiger.
Tiptoes through tangled trees.
Takes tasty turtles.
Typically takes time to take tremendous tuna.
Totally hates terrible tigers to talk to
Richard Kongola

Vorvatoes Vex is very violent.
He lives in ventilated Voracious Valley.                       
Vorvatoes Vex enjoys Vanilla Ice cream and viennas.
He likes to visualise a vagnificient vacation in Virginia.
Vorvatoes Vex avoids being vaccinated.
Taye Ortlieb

Great Gary the Griffin
Great Gary the Griffin is a great Godly Griffin, 
he eats gooey goldeye fish in Greece.
He love’s his brother Greg and his sister Greta.
He is good at going places with his 
gigantic wings. 
Thakasa Zikalala

Woody woodchuck wonder, has a white weird waffle texture.
He lives in a watery wonderful wonderland.
He eats wonderful watery watermelons with white wooden spoons.
Woody likes wood with strange wild patterns.
He does not like wet wax on his wooden floor.
Rileigh McLaggan

Vania Phakathi

Kegoratile Khuluse

Jaydon Toulassi

Rileigh McLaggan

Thabang 
Magendisa

Richard Kangola

Langelihle Dube
Mahlatse Makgatho

Nhlanhla Madalane

Taye Ortlieb

Liam Chaplin

Isabel-Jul Cronje

Nosipho Sibanyoni

Thakasa Zikalala

Uvthi Mungaroo

Sven Meyer

Nosipho Sibanyoni

Langelihle Dube
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LIMERICK
There once was a man from the Great Karoo

Who was scared that he smelled like bamboo
His big name was Howard
He washed like a coward

And now he smells just like a kangaroo!
Aarav Naicker

There was once an old man who lived in Peru.
He always goes to the markets and loves a Subaru.

 He puts a leather jacket on a big Kangaroo.
That loves to eat meat and always says boo.

 Difficult to understand as he only speaks Urdu.
Ndumiso Sikhosana

There once was a fat old dog called Mo-ny.
Who every day chewed much on his bone-y

He sits still in his house.
Where he plays with a mouse

That’s the end of the story of Mo-ny! 
Thandwa Monyae

There once was a man from Dubai
Who taught little pigeons to fly

So high they flew
To the sky so blue

And then he put them on the braai
Lily Weissenberger

There once was a young frog named Lee 
Who lived with Ree, a tiny old flea. 

Lee likes to jump high 
To catch some small flies

One unlucky day he fell into the sea.
Nkateko Khoza

There once was an old man with his bat
His bat was as fat as a cat 
The man took his bat out  

To throw it about 
But instead fell face flat.

Oluchi Nwaruh

WISH POEM 
I wish I were
A furry, golden dog
Peaceful in my owner’s hands
Fetching the ball neon green as my owner throws it far far, away
Excitingly 
Rudo Chamisa

I wish I were
A strong, grey elephant 
In the long, golden grasslands
Hiding away from the arrogant poachers
Quietly
Kago Leshaba

Nkateko Khoza

Cameron Naiker

Lily Weissenberger

MRS SHARLENEWRIGHT

5 W5 W5 W
GRADE

Ashveer Hemraj

Rudo Chamisa

Dean Sunasky

Jordin Bekker

Ndumiso Sikhosana Lovanya Harry

Kaelo Pitse

Caitlin Brooks Aarav Naicker Kago Leshaba

LABRON

Labron is cooler when the sky is bluer, 
He lives in Livingstone at the lake.
He eats burger, biscuits and barbeques.
He likes basketball, baseball and badminton, 
He hates chilli chips and chutney.
Dean SunaskyOliver Cheng

Mishka Ramprotal

Keira Jansen

Langa Mauwane
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ALLITERATION
MONSTER POEM 
Daddle doodle looks like a poodle
And lives in boodle 
He eats oodle noodles.
Daddle doodle likes his poodle.
Daddle doodle doesn’t like caboodle moodles.
Charlotte Jolley

Millie the monster is a Maroon Monster
Under a Brown leaf Millie lives
Millie the monster munches on yellow Mac and Cheese
Millie likes Red Rockets and Blue Baboons
Millie the monster does not like Green Goons! 
Nolwazi Mbatha

MONSE
Monse is a mini minion and loves to mime.
Monse lives is a mansion in Midrand.
Monse loves to eat mangoes and makeup.
She doesn’t like monkeys and mummies when they mess with her mangoes.
Nompumelelo Nyawose

Connor Schlebusch
Luke von Loggenburg

Nompumelelo 
Nyawose

Luke 
von Loggenburg

Thandwa MonyaeOliver ChengNolwazi Mbatha Mishka RamprotalSune De Koker

Connor Schlebusch

Charlotte JolleyLanga MauwaneKeira Jansen

Oluchi NwaruhMia Scott

Balotelli, the footballer was in his prime
His shot was sweet, as sweet as a lime.
The fans were racist and he was mocked
He took his car and they got knocked
Suspension he got for committing a crime.
Ashveer Hemraj

HOW COAL IS MADE
Coal is formed when plant matter found in swamp environments is affected by the 
heat and pressure over hundreds of millions of years. The plants change from wet, 
low carbon peat to coal which is a black rock which is dense with energy and carbon.

Caitlin Brooks

EGYPTIAN GODS AND GODDESSES

The Ancient Egyptians had many wonderful gods that they worshipped. The ancient 
Egyptians believed that what they needed like food were gifts from the gods. They 
believed Osiris gave them the gift of barley! The ancient Egyptians had many beliefs 

and superstitions, but for me the gods are the most interesting!!

Lets go and check them out!!
Lovanya Harry 

DOUBLE DIPPER
The first ever soccer ball that is 
waterproof and is fireproof! 
“Score like a super”

This ball has all kinds of modes, 
there’s practice mode, match mode 
and kicker mode

The first ever soccer ball that can roll 
out of the bushes or out of anywhere 
when it is lost.

Has such a sweet curve it’s sweeter 
than your grandma’s pie!
Mia Scott

Kaelo Pitse

Jordin Bekker

Sune De Koker
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GRADE

Nande Mkaza

Annabelle Morton

Hannah Harrison

LESSONS 
FROM LOCKDOWN

I learned that I get an 
opportunity to still see my 

friends by calling them and I 
get more time to spend with 

my family.
Lusa Ratshimbilani

Ndegwa Matheri

70 GRADE 6

Ariya Rambaran

HAIKU POEMS
WHEN YOU ARE A CHILD

When you are a child 
Homework haunts you at hometime 
And it knocks you dead
Arya Kundalram

SWIMMING

Jump into the pool
Water dancing side to side
Heartbeats as you glide
Jessica Muller

CAT HAIKU

Forever waiting..
The empty food bowl taunts me.
Well? Where is my dinner?
Nazeeha Norath

Siphamandla Ndlukulwani

Caleb Buckham

Liyemah Funani
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Tatendashe Muchena

Lusa Ratshimbilani

MRS WENDY
HUISKAMP

Michael Kellock

Riya Subban

Nghwazi 
Mashimbye Masana Miyambo

Nishtha Desai

Michael Kellock

Daniella Kazembe

Liyemah Funani

Gahren Poongan

Cayleigh Sinclair

Luthando Nciza

6 H6 H6 H
GRADE

Lotang Mangena

Caleb Buckham

Amukelani Sono
Mayenzeke Ngcobo

Daniella Kazembe

Lotang Mangena

Siphamandla Ndlukulwani

Lutino Mashego

Nghwazi Mashimbye
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Kian Lawrence

Mayenzeke Ngcobo

Siphamandla 
Ndlukulwani

Tatendashe 
Muchena

Caleb Buckham

Lutino Mashego

Masana Miyambo

Ndegwa Matheri

Natsa Maulana

Lusa Ratshimbilani

Hannah Harrison

Amukelani Sono

Khuliso Mokgola

LESSONS FROM LOCKDOWN
I have learned that I have everything I need, 

my family and basic essentials. I have 
learned more about myself and my family. I 
am now a pro at baking, cooking, cleaning 

and helping my mum. My creativity has 
just blossomed. I know that I love animals 
and I may have tried to adopt a cat within 
the complex. I have become more happy, 

humble and grateful. I understand the 
importance of visiting my grandparents, dad 

and family whenever I can as I have dearly 
missed them. I have learned who my true 

friends are and they mean a lot in my life. I 
have easily adapted to new circumstances. 
Examples are not staying with my dad and 

not leaving the house in seven months. 
Home-schooling at some point in our lives, 

we wanted to try it and now we got the 
opportunity. I miss being at school but I have 

adjusted well.
Nishtha Desai

Through this time of lockdown it has 
taught me many things, I learnt more about 
responsibility and independence. One thing 

that I enjoyed was to spend quality time 
with my parents and siblings, they mean the 
world to me. Lockdown was an opportunity 

to get to know more about your family. Well 
at least I did, and I hope you did too. Even 

though we couldn’t do much, I still enjoyed 
being at home with a warm hot chocolate 

next to my chromebook, while learning so 
many different things with the help of my 

wonderful teachers and peers.
Gahren Poongan

Some people need socializing with 
other people to survive, I don’t. I can’t 

concentrate on school at home, I get 
distracted easily. I like staying 

at home :)
Liyemah Funani

I have learnt that no matter the 
situation you can always resolve it.

Ndegwa Matheri

Luthando Nciza

Kian Lawrence

Khuliso Mokgola

Cayleigh Sinclair

Riya Subban

Natsa Maulana
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Annabelle Morton

6 P6 P6 P
GRADE

Jessica Muller

Julian Williams

Kgotso Segoale

Ashaye Singh Nande Mkaza

Lenhle Kumalo

Chantelle Chen Mikhael 
Labuschagne

Cheluchi Anya Asante Nene

Ashaye Singh

MRS SUE PRATT

Cheluchi Anya

Bongani Mahlangu

Lenhle Kumalo

Jad Jebeile Asante

Arya Kundalram

Jessica Muller

Kyra Whitty

Mikhael Labuschagne

Nazeeha Norath

Meeka Raman
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Kyra Whitty

Tshiamo
Makabanyane

LESSONS FROM LOCKDOWN

I have learned from lockdown be more 
grateful be more connected with family 
and dont eat moms candy she gets crazy 
with that and I have learned to appreciate 
friends more as they are not here forever.
Asante Nene

My lesson from lockdown is that I don’t 
need to go to fancy places to have fun, I 
can just play with my friends and family.
Nande Mkaza

Sunavya Sirkissoon

Bongani MahlanguKyle Khumalo Arya Kundalram Meeka Raman

Siseko Charles

Annabelle MortonJaiden BuldeoAriya Rambaran

Nazeeha NorathJad Jebeile Asante

Julian Williams

Tshiamo Makabanyane

HAIKU’S

Covid 19
Life is now boring
Corona is terrible
My brother is worse
Ariya Rambaran

THE SEA

Crashing and splashing
The strong waves against the rocks
Lovely but deadly
Chantelle Chen

TOUGH TIMES

These tough times are sad
We are living with disease
Earth now needs to breathe
Sunavya Sirkissoon

Jaiden Buldeo

Kgotso Segoale

Kyle Khumalo

Siseko Charles
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FEAR

Fear follows
me for years to come,Fear is like a burden that 
just keeps coming back over and over again.

Fear is the thing that Denies me sleep, 
Fear is the thing that makes me weep.

Fear is what is making me scream help!.
Horror, terror, fright,alarm and panic are all 

words that mean fear, there are people in this 
world that only see the good in the world and are 
the most calm people out there, there are people 

who only see the bad and never get sleep. 
I am afraid of what will happen tomorrow or what 

will come back from the past to haunt me.
 I am afraid of letting go, fear of being embarrassed 

and fear of admitting the fact that I’m not ok. 
The reason why I have fear is because I’m letting it get 
to me, fear is keeping me from doing so many things.

Munachimso Abanno

Keelan
Linden

SEVENSEVENSEVEN
GRADE

76 GRADE 7

SLAM POEM
MY INSEPARABLES

My chubby baba, my fat little one and my only sister
My youngest brother, my muscle man and my spoilt gemini.

My wise one, my partner from small and my Tiger from winnie the pooh.
The pieces to my heart the ones who I can’t live without.

My life will not be filled without them built.
My mama and papa the people who fill my life with drama!

The people without a doubt I can’t live without.
You may ask why, but the reason will make you cry.

These people are the drums in my heart that make it beat.
And I may disbelieve but they will believe 

They fill my life with colour and create the beginning of my canvas.
You may see them as just my parents but I will see them as my angels of life who 

will lift me up when times are tough and keep my piece of the puzzle together.
Tristan Naidoo

HAIKU POEM

The old house big and fancy    
Its the new house old and cranky

Uhhh what has this become
Skyla Esteves

Arya Mungaroo

Reagan-Jade Davies

Kiera-Leigh Yates
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Vuyolwethu Xaba

Munachimso Abanno

Kristian Kaufman

7 M7 M7 M
GRADE

Callum Crick

Dikga Masemola

Katlego Makhene

Eryn Doyle

Oneo Ntsimane

Yara Naidu

Demi Howell

Tristan Naidoo Liam Whitty Talha Nabee

MRS PORTIA MANTU

FRIENDSHIP
My close friends are Liam, Tristan, Dhyan, 

Nabeel, Kristian and Tawana. To me 

friendships are a bond between people who 

get along well. I am a good friend because 

I always support my friends whenever they 

need it. I am not defined by the friends I 

keep because my friends accept me for who 

I am even though we get a little annoyed 

with each other at times.

Talha Nabee

I felt quite disappointed that I wouldn’t be able to go practice 

(motocross) or see my friends for the time being.

What were your fears during lockdown

My fears were that I wouldn’t be able to race until the next year and 

that life wouldn’t be the same ever again.

What you enjoyed about learning online

I enjoyed eating hot food and being able to end school early.

What you found challenging about learning online

Having to know which call you need to be on at all times and 

knowing all the work I need to do for homework.

What positive aspects will you take away from lockdown

Not being so busy during the day and getting to relax and 

think about life and getting to learn about new things.

Why will you take this positive aspects with you 

into your life?

I will do that because being negative won’t get you anywhere 

and staying positive is good for your mental health.

1. Stay calm 

2. Don’t get too relaxed 

3. Always apply to the lockdown regulations

Katlego Makhene

EXPLAIN HOW YOU FELT 
DURING LOCKDOWN

During lockdown I felt weird, I felt angry, sad, and 

happy. I felt angry because I couldn’t leave my house or 

see my friends in person, I felt sad because I thought I 

could never see my friends or family in person ever again 

and I felt happy because I didn’t have to wake up at 6am 

for school every morning. My fears during lockdown were 

that I could never go to school again and never leave my 

house again. 

During online learning I enjoyed that I didn’t have to walk 

all the way to a different class and I can just click to the next 

class. I found that connectivity problems were challenging  

and it was difficult to learn online because my teacher couldn’t 

explain the work to me properly if I needed help. A positive 

aspect I can take away from lockdown is patience because I 

couldn’t leave the house for a long time and learnt to be better 

and more familiar with technology. These aspects can help me 

because you need to be patient in life because things take time 

and as years go on we will use technology more for important 

things like work. 

If I were to give 3 tips for someone who was going into lockdown 

my first tip would be to calm down, everything will be fine in a 

matter of months, the second tip would be to be patient, it takes 

time for things to go back to normal, and the last tip would be to 

take some time to organize things for work or school.

Nabeel Munshi

CLIMATE 
CHANGE
POEM
No clean air because of pollution

No fish in the sea because of pollution

No more animals from the fires

No clean rain just acid rain

No more oxygen from broken trees

Can’t ever get away from danger

Broken earth from destructive people

Crying earth and helpless people

Things we’ve done that we can’t fix

Hannah Schlebusch

Thick grey Smokey air

Dead grass and trees 

No more water anywhere 

Thin hungry humans here and there

Dead fish in the dried out lakes

Rubbish everywhere on this earth

Tall work buildings every step you make

Sick animals on the road

Old broken houses and cars

Windy air and rubbish blowing through the sky

Zara Laird
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SLAM POEM
THE LAST TREE’S BREATH
I was standing there all big and tall, my leaves were green and my roots were healthy, I could 

hear the birds jumping from branch to branch and the water of the nearby stream running past, 

my leaves caught the sight of blue sky’s and big fluffy clouds, my fellow trees standing nearby. 

BANG! The sound of a tree hitting the ground and BOOM! The sound of more trees falling, it 

felt like the sky went gray and dull, like a big gray cloud covering the sun. I try to escape the 

sound but it’s coming from everywhere and it’s getting closer, everywhere I look, I see trees falling, birds trying to stay safe 

by leaving their homes and their eggs too. SILENCE! I heard no more, all the trees are gone, I brace myself because I know I am 

next and all I can do is sit there. The feeling of a saw digging into my trunk is a feeling I will never forget my leaves when brown 

and started to fall, goodbye I yell out as my body hits the floor. And that’s all.

Eryn Doyle

Munachimso
Abanno

EQUALITY FOR ALL
The world is knee deep in stereotypes, 

Generalizing and separating the world,

Keeping the world from unity,

Giving people a untrue expectation of something or someone,

You can’t stereotype people,

Everyone is unique in their own way.

Many countries have not learnt from mistakes,

Racism sadly still exists,

Around 6 million Jews were killed by Nazi Germany during WW2,

70 years later, In the USA, George Floyd, 

an African-American man was murdered,

By a white cop as an act of racism.

In many countries you can be sent to prison 

because you’re part of the LGBTQ community, 

no one can change who they are,

Love makes everyone equal.

Kristian Kaufman

Vuyolwethu Xaba Nabeel Munshi

Zara Laird Dhyan Otham

Hannah Schlebusch

Oagile More

Skyla EstevesReece Chaplin

HAIKU POEM 
Spacious and roomy

is my friend. Isolated

from others but cramped.

Reece Chaplin

The old house was fresh

The new house is sad and grey

The house is boring white

 Oagile More

Bruno is upset

What about his old life then

Why did he move here 

Oneo Ntsimane

Why… Why.. I just don’t get why other kids don’t treat their parents with respect just Why? It makes no sense. Your parents do so 

much for you and.. You respect them like a piece of rubbish. Your parents do everything for you, they have a job to earn money 

for you, they feed you, they give you a home… And yet you still treat them terribly. You should be treating your parents with all 

due respect. But you decide to take them 

for granted. You decide to treat them like 

rubbish. All the kids on the street would 

love to have someone who loved them. 

But others just hate their parents and take 

them for granted. And I wonder why. Your 

parents should mean the world to you. 

But you just decide to ignore them and 

hate them. But why?

Dhyan Otham

MY MISSING PIECE
It’s not easy to be away from the people you need to be with

especially the ones that you admire the most, the ones that help you through thick and thin.

My rocks and my happiness; my family.

My fear of loneliness slips away and time runs when I am with them.

The memories they have given me for all my 13 years on this earth will never be replaced, and more importantly never forgotten.

There’s always someone relatable with endless advice to give, I’m so thankful that there’s nothing they need in return.

My connection with each and every one of them is so special, like the stars, it’s always going to be there.

My heart is sore being away from them along with a permanent frown, I’m sad.

As long as I’m not with them there will be a missing piece in my heart, a missing piece I hope to retrieve.

Yara Naidu

Demi Howell

Dikga Masemola

Callum Crick

Tristan Naidoo

Skyla Esteves

Liam Whitty
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Matthew Mayne

Kgosi Suping

Rinolan Pillay

Kiera-Leigh Yates Tawana Njowa

Lucas NaidooMinkhenso 
Maluleke

Cassidy Coetzee

Siyabulela Mbele

7 O7 O7 O
GRADE

MRS NICHOLE

ORTLIEB

CLIMATE CHANGE
100 years in the future Our glorious Victoria Falls is…. 
Fallen. Victoria Falls is not flowing with water 
Instead it is flowing with litter, that is sponge sucking up the left over drops of water 
Instead of cool and refreshing, It is dry and balmy
All you hear are the rocks cracking up, in the summer sun.
Tawana Njowa 

ADVICE FROM 
THE DESK OF A GRADE 7 PUPIL 

Life’s greatest lesson I have learnt during my 
time at K.P.S. is how important friendship is, 

and to never take the time you have with them 
for granted.

Skyler van Hasselt

THIS HAS BEEN THE 
BEST YEAR BECAUSE….
I never really liked it when people 
were too close to me but now it’s a 
rule for them to keep their distance.  
Ashleigh Nyati

FAVOURITE QUOTES
“Lazy people fact: #2436189362736

You were too lazy to read that”
by ‘Cool funny quotes.com”  

Cassidy Coetzee

ONE LOYAL FRIEND
IS WORTH MORE THAN….
Money
Keelan Linden

Siyabulela Mbele

Reagan-Jade Davies

Sialin Pather

Kgosi Suping

Lucas Naidoo

Katherine Mower

Ethan Fredericks

THE GRADE 7’S ARE TIRED ON 
MONDAY AND FRIDAY, I GET VERY 
LITTLE OUT OF THEM. IS IT POSSIBLE 
TO HAVE OUR WORK WEEK RUN 
FROM TUESDAY TO THURSDAY? 
Mrs Ortlieb
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Reagan-Jade Davies

Ashleigh NyathiSialin PatherSkyler van Hasselt Ethan FredericksChristopher Fourie

Keelan Linden

Cade Chetty

Arya Mungaroo Katherine MowerKgwetla Masemola

CONCENTRATION CAMP
It is dry and crowded with no plants. I am working day 
and night. We work surrounded by a high, barbed-wire 
fence, no way to escape. Strict guards, whose voices 
are like alarms, marching everywhere. The places 
in which we live can hardly be called houses when 
they are so squashed and full of prisoners, like me. 
My mouth is as dry as a desert and I work hard to get 
scraps, they call food. It is a gloomy and miserable 
place that leaves a cold feeling inside me. We are all 
worried and scared.
Arya Mungaroo

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT LIFE..

What I love about life….. is that Life teaches 
lessons that you will never forget. Never give up, 
be grateful, say ‘I love you’. Life is what you 
make of it.
Cade Chetty

I love all my family, my friends and all the 
positivity that my friends spread with all the jokes 
and times we would join a call during lockdown 
and study together and quiz each other.
Rinolan Pillay

Kgwetla Masemola
Christopher Fourie

Minkhenso 
Maluleke

Kiera-Leigh Yates

Matthew Mayne
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ACADEMIC AWARDSACADEMIC AWARDS

PRIZE-GIVING
SENIOR PREPARATORY 

PRIZE-GIVINGPRIZE-GIVING
SENIOR PREPARATORY

2020

4R • MRS R. RORKE'S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for most consistent

progress through perseverance
and determination

Leah King

CERTIFICATE 
for displaying true grit and 

determination in the classroom

Cameron Harrison

Evelyn Malan 

CERTIFICATE 
for showing true empathy 

and compassion for others

Ziyanda Mbekeni

CERTIFICATE 
for positive attitude 

and enthusiasm towards school

Isabella Macnamara

Maxim Shrybokov 

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CERTIFICATE 

for Academic Excellence

Genevieve Joubert

Naaila Mohamed

Mahi Singh

SECOND TOP ACHIEVER
Mahi Singh

TOP ACHIEVER
Naaila Mohamed

4S • MRS L. SHERRATT'S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for the most consistent
progress through perseverance
and determination

Nkateko Maphokga

CERTIFICATE 
for displaying grit and
determination throughout the year

Frank Stacey

CERTIFICATE 
for showing true empathy 
and compassion for others
and the environment

Azariah Pillay

CERTIFICATE 
for a positive attitude 
and enthusiasm towards school

Khumo Modibane

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CERTIFICATE 
for Academic Excellence

Dishita Gala

Kayla Govinder

Sarah Lemmon

Kaitlyn Quinn

Nathan van Aswegen

SECOND TOP ACHIEVER
Kaitlyn Quinn

TOP ACHIEVER
Kayla Govinder

GRADE 4
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ACADEMIC AWARDSACADEMIC AWARDS

5V • MRS T. VERSFELD'S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for excellent results attained 

due to a positive work ethic and perseverance

Langelihle Dube

Rileigh McLaggan

Sven Meyer

CERTIFICATE 
for outstanding progress and commitment

Isabel-Jul Cronje

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CERTIFICATE 

for Academic Excellence

Hannah Lemmon

Makhanani Malwandla

Uvthi Mungaroo

Taye Ortlieb

Nosipho Sibanyoni

SECOND TOP ACHIEVER
Taye Ortlieb

TOP ACHIEVER
Nosipho Sibanyoni

5W • MRS S. WRIGHT’S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for outstanding progress 

and a wonderful work ethic

Kaelo Pitse

CERTIFICATE 
for excellent results 

due to determination and dedication

Mia Scott

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CERTIFICATE 

for Academic Excellence

Jordin Bekker

Rudo Chamisa

Lovanya Harry

Aarav Naicker

Cameron Naiker

Mishka Ramprotal

Lily Weissenberger

SECOND TOP ACHIEVER
Cameron Naiker

TOP ACHIEVER
Mishka Ramprotal

GRADE 5 & 6

6H • MRS. W. HUISKAMP'S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for perseverance and diligence

Caleb Buckham

CERTIFICATE 
for academic endeavour

Kian Lawrence

CERTIFICATE 
for a consistent work ethic

Khuliso Mokgola

6P • MRS S. PRATT’S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for a conscientious and
consistent work ethic

Ashaye Singh

Arya Kundalram

CERTIFICATE 
for perseverance and
a positive work ethic

Ariya Rambaran

CERTIFICATE 
for diligence and perseverance

Kyra Whitty

GRADE 6
ACADEMIC COLOURS

HALF COLOURS
these are awarded to pupils
who achieve an overall average
of between 80% – 84% for the year

Chantelle Chen

Jad Jebeile Asante

Nishtha Desai

Hannah Harrison

Daniella Kazembe

Michael Kellock

Masana Miyambo

Cayleigh Sinclair

FULL COLOURS
these are awarded to pupils
who achieve an overall average of
85% or higher for the year

Jessica Muller

Nazeeha Norath
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GRADE 7

ACADEMIC AWARDSACADEMIC AWARDS

7M • MRS P. MANTU'S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for grit and resilience 

Callum Crick

CERTIFICATE 
for meritorious achievement

Demi Howell

CERTIFICATE 
for grit, personal growth 

and a positive attitude

Katlego Makhene

CERTIFICATE 
for diligence and a positive attitude 

towards his work 

Oneo Ntsimane

CERTIFICATE 
for being a true ambassador 

for Kyalami Preparatory School

Liam Whitty

Vuyolwethu Xaba

7O • MRS N. ORTLIEB’S CLASS

CERTIFICATE 
for meritorious academic achievement

Matthew Mayne

Lucas Naidoo

Cade Chetty

CERTIFICATE 
for a well-rounded pupil with a diligent attitude

Tawana Njowa

CERTIFICATE 
for strength of character

Sialin Pather
CERTIFICATE 

for personal growth

Siyabulela Mbele

CERTIFICATE 
for personal growth, grit and resilience

Reagan-Jade Davies

CERTIFICATE 
for a positive disposition in all aspects 

of school life

Rinolan Pillay

GRADE 7 ACADEMIC COLOURS

HALF COLOURS
these are awarded to pupils
who achieve an overall average of between
80% – 84% for the year

Ashleigh Nyathi

Kristian Kaufman

Talha Nabee

FULL COLOURS
these are awarded to pupils
who achieve an overall average of
85% or higher for the year

Arya Mungaroo

Kiera-Leigh Yates

Tristan Naidoo

Yara Naidu

GRADE 7 ACADEMIC TROPHIES 
AND CERTIFICATES

TOP ACHIEVEMENT
in Afrikaans 

Arya Mungaroo
TOP ACHIEVEMENT
in isiZulu

Matthew Mayne
TOP ACHIEVEMENT
in Natural Sciences

Tristan Naidoo
TOP ACHIEVEMENT
in English, Mathematics, Social Sciences, 
Creative Arts, Life Orientation and 
Economic and Management Sciences  

Kiera-Leigh Yates
PLEANER TROPHY
This trophy is awarded for progress. 

Tristan Naidoo
TANSLEY FOLEY TROPHY
Awarded to the top pupil in languages; 
English and an Additional Language. 

Kiera-Leigh Yates
DU PLESSIS AND DU PLESSIS TROPHY
Awarded to the top pupil in Mathematics, 
Biology and Science. 

Kiera-Leigh Yates

GRADE 7 ACADEMIC HONOURS
These are awarded to pupils who have achieved an 
overall year mark of 85% or higher since Grade 5

Arya Mungaroo

Kiera-Leigh Yates
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DUX AWARDSDUX AWARDS

GRADE 7

GRADE 7 PREMIER AWARDS

ROBUS AWARD
This is awarded to the Grade 7 pupil 

who has displayed grace in victory, 
character in defeat and team above self 

throughout their Preparatory School career. 

Matthew Mayne

GILLESPIE TROPHY 
Awarded to the pupil in the highest grade

in the school who contributed to all aspects
of our school. The criteria for this award

requires that the pupils has been
fully committed to the school in every way;

that is academic, sporting and cultural activities 
throughout their Preparatory School career.

Tristan Naidoo

BRUNO CALVARESI FELLOWSHIP AWARD
This trophy was donated by parents

of one our pupils in memory of
a wonderful man, Bruno Calvaresi.

This award is made to a pupil who shows 
regard for his/her fellow pupils in a

fun-filled manner which is warm and loving.

Minkhenso Maluleke

SERVANT LEADERSHIP AWARD 
This award gives recognition to a Grade 7 pupil 

who displays the qualities of a true servant leader. 
Somebody who puts the needs of others

before their own, somebody who selflessly
gives of their time to serve both their peers

and the staff. The recipient leads by example
even when nobody is watching. 

Talha Nabee

HEAD’S AWARD
This trophy is awarded to the Grade 7 pupil

who has revealed the highest qualities
of character; namely loyalty, unselfishness,
honesty, good humour, courage, humility,

service and empathy. 

Kiera-Leigh Yates

RUNNER-UP DUX SCHOLAR
Arya Mungaroo

DUX SCHOLAR
Kiera-Leigh Yates
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LEAVER’SLEAVER’SLEAVER’S
PICNIC

GRADE 7GRADE 7GRADE 7
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GRADE 7

YARA NAIDU
Academic to St Peter’s College

ONEO NTSIMANE
 Sport to Beaulieu College

TALHA NABEE
 Exhibition to Beaulieu College

ARYA MUNGAROO
 Closed Academic to Beaulieu College

SCHOLARSHIPSSCHOLARSHIPSSCHOLARSHIPS
RECIPIENTS

GRADE 7
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We decided to host our own Leadership Camp for the first time in the history of K.P.S.

On the morning of the 23rd January, the Grade Sevens lugged their mattresses, pillows and bags up to the Pavilion. 
After a few instructions on how camp would run, we began with a few ice-breakers and moved straight into the 
activities. With ‘Gutter-Ball’ where the teams were required to move as many balls as possible, from one area to a 
bucket by constructing a gutter as a path, great success was achieved. The ‘Lava Field’ was a little more challenging. 
Here, teams were required to work with half of their team members blindfolded and the other half giving verbal 
instructions to their blindfolded counterparts. The aim was to lift a bucket from the Lava Field with ropes and a rubber 
ring to the ‘Safe Zone’. There were also some brain-challenging tasks where the children had to listen to one another 
and they had to try to solve riddles and puzzles. There was a ‘Move the Plate’ activity where many ropes were crossed 
and much confusion prevailed. Only 2 teams managed to solve this puzzle in the time frame given. Another team 
had to build a replica of a puzzle by listening to their team’s instructions whilst sitting back to back. Children swam 
regularly to cool down, they took part in a drumming session after which we had a braai. In the last activity for the 
day, children had to design an outfit using black bags, cardboard, masking tape, and newspaper and they had to dress 
their ‘model’ ending with a fashion show. After breakfast on Friday morning, there were puzzles to solve in teams, and 
prizes were awarded to the winners. Children then played soccer and softball to expel the last of their energy. Many 

laughs and great fun was had on camp.

Mrs N. Ortlieb

LEAVER’SLEAVER’SLEAVER’S
PICNIC

GRADE 7GRADE 7GRADE 7

GRADE 7 LEADERSHIP CAMP 202088

Caleb Buckham
Grade 6 H

Minkhenso Maluleke
Grade 7 O

Caleb Buckham
Grade 6 H

Uvthi Mungaroo
Grade 5 V

Uvthi Mungaroo
Grade 5 V

Uvthi Mungaroo
Grade 5 V

Gahren Poongan
Grade 6 H

Mishka Ramprotal
Grade 5 W

Lovanya Harry
Grade 5 W

Lovanya Harry
Grade 5 W

Minkhenso Maluleke
Grade 7 O

Minkhenso Maluleke
Grade 7 O

Cade Chetty
Grade 7 O

Mishka Ramprotal
Grade 5 W

Naaila Mohamed
Grade 4 R

Naaila Mohamed
Grade 4 R

Caleb Buckham
Grade 6 H

LOCKDOWNLOCKDOWNLOCKDOWN
ART
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Teha Maharaj
Grade 1 L

Skyler van Hasselt, 
Kgwetla Masemola, 
Minkhenso Maluleke 
and Ashleigh Nyath
Grade 7 O

Annabelle Morton

Grade 6 P

Kayla Stewart
Grade 1 C

Morgan Villet
Grade 2 L

CREATIVE
ART &ART &ART &

CREATIVECREATIVE
WRITING

Arya Mungaroo
Grade 7 O

Christopher Fourie
Grade 7 O

Dhiya Harriganesh
Grade 1 C

Ziyanda Mbekeni
Grade 4 R

DREAMS 

It’s your dreams not anyone else’s.
Do what makes you happy. 
Don’t let anyone tell you that your dreams are not good enough.
Don’t let anyone tell you that your dreams are not achievable. 
Don’t follow other people’s passions. 
Prove people wrong.
Oneo Ntsimane 
Grade 7 M

HEART OF THE EARTH

Quickly take cover! It’s an active volcano. We need to find a safe place, 
the smoke is close. The ground is melting! It’s as hot as the sun. 

We are having an eruption. We need to leave our house. I am leaving 
all my beautiful clothes. The lava is pretty when you look at it from far 
away. And the smoke….spectacular. It’s like a huge enormous bubble.

It all ended in a big pile of ash. There is nothing left of our house. My 
little brother cries, “Where is our house?”
Leah King
Grade 4 R

TORNADO

The swirling grey mass stretches 
from the sky to the ground. 
Dangerous, but soft at the same time. 
The grass is damp; there is an earthy 
smell in the air. Barking and the 
murmur of people can be heard - 
this is the third tornado this month. 
The tornado destroys anything in 
its path. It leaves an unpleasant taste 
in the air; the townsfolk are told to 
evacuate immediately. 

Here we are. 
Watching our home get destroyed.  
Riya Subban
Grade 6 H

Miya
Mollagrean-Kampmann
Grade 4 S

Victoria Green
Grade 2 B

Mishka Pillay
Grade 3 H
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Maya Horton
Grade 5 V

Keira Raman
Grade 2 L

Leaya Govinder
Grade 2 B

Simane Suping
Grade 2 B

Kgwetla Masemola
Grade 7 O

Cayleigh Sinclair
Grade 6 H

Keelan Linden
Grade 7 O

Caleb Mantu
Grade 3 W

MY EARTH 

We are sitting in masks waiting to hear 
The end of the earth is near 

The earth is burning to the ground 
We all wish we could turn it around 

There is plastic in our ocean
That is causing a commotion 

We had the chance to stop 
But of course we did not 

Us humans are despicable
It is us to blame for the earth being miserable 

We think the earth burning is funny 
Because all we care about is money 

Eryn Doyle
Grade 7 M

LIMERICK

There was a lady who lived in New York
Who really wanted a piece of old pork

She went to the shop 
And bought a whole lot

Oh, then she found out she forgot the fork 
Oliver Cheng

Grade 5 W

Gia Krakowitzer
Grade 1 L

Melissa Marktl
Grade 1 L

Naledi Mokgoantle
Grade 4 R

Jaime Sinclair
Grade 4 S

YOU NEVER FORGET 

Never will they actually leave you but rather they are joining you 
You should never forget them as they will never forget you 
Never cry over them leaving but celebrate them making it to the best place ever
Absence makes the heart grow fonder 
remember to never be sad because someday you will see them again 
Sialin Pather 
Grade 7 O

Ashaye Singh
Grade 6 P

Lungiswa Hanival

Grade 3 H
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AND ROCC 2020
The Covid-19 pandemic has had a huge 

impact on us all - and many sectors of our 
greater community are unable to provide sufficient food for their loved ones. 

Therefore, it was especially wonderful this year that the Kyalami Prep School 
community once again came together to donate food and animal items. 

Your help made a huge difference to those who have so little.

We were able to support Paws R Us and various local needy communities 
such as the Klipfontein View Community. The various organizations were 

beyond grateful and it is always heartwarming to be able to do this.

We thank you all for taking time to care, and we will continue with this 
generous spirit next year and into the future. 

As Pope Francis says, “To live charitably means not looking out for our own 
interests, but carrying the burdens of the weakest 

and poorest among us.”

CHARITYCHARITYCHARITY
COLLECTIONS

92 COMMUNITY SERVICE

FOOD DISTRIBUTION
OUTREACHOUTREACHOUTREACH

Kyalami Preparatory School pupils have collected non-perishable groceries. 

The school donated over 50 parcels of groceries to the Klipfontein View community in Midrand. 

The Klipfontein View community has four extensions. The food parcels were divided accordingly and handed 
over to the leader of each extension to identify families that are desperately in need. 

The families that were identified were over the moon to receive the groceries. 

They sent messages of heartfelt gratitude to Kyalami Preparatory School for the groceries that they received 
and appreciated the thoughtfulness. The families asked us to convey the following message:

Ningadinwa nangomuso, siyabonga. (May your generosity continue always - thank you.)

FOOD DISTRIBUTION
KLIPFONTEIN VIEW, 

MIDRAND
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ORATORY

The annual Oratory Shield evening was held during 
the course of the third term. In the run up to the final, 
every child in the Senior Prep presented a prepared 
speech to their class. The results from these speeches 
were added together and each point counted for 
Hawks, Falcons or Eagles.

The top speakers in each grade were then selected and 
the recordings of the speeches were watched by the 
school. Every child spoke with poise, confidence and 
composure. Our adjudicator, Mr Hala, commented on 
the high standard of speeches and struggled to find 
only one winner!

Congratulations to the Falcons who won the Oratory 
Shield this year. Competition was incredibly tight, 
with two pupils being awarded ‘Best Speaker’. 
Congratulations to Nazeeha Norath and Lovanya Harry.

SHIELDSHIELDSHIELD
ORATORY

94 ORATORY SHIELD

2020 has been a technology infused year for both the 
teachers and students alike. 

The arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic meant that all 
of our skills were tested at some stage throughout 
the year. Going online meant that our students had 
to adapt to learning online and as a result had to 
learn a tremendous amount about the technology 
whilst simultaneously working through the general 
school curriculum. In many respects the outcome was 
very successful. Our students learned things during 
the lockdown and whilst onlining that they otherwise 
would not have been exposed to. Technology became 
a tool or medium for learning and the situation the 
children found themselves in required the types of 
skills and resilience required by our young people to 
succeed in our fast paced and ever changing world. 

Beyond the lessons taught to us by Covid-19, 
2020 was the first year of implementation of the 
Chromebook Programme for our Grade 6s, and it was 
a hugely successful one at that. The programme not 
only proved invaluable during the onlining process, 
but the Chromebooks proved their worth in both the 
classroom and school settings.

We also successfully launched our coding and 
robotics programme. Although somewhat hindered by 
Covid-19, our Grade 6s and Sevens were exposed to 
the programmable Micro:bit as well as to the concept 
of robotics via the robotics kits we put together for the 
Grade 7s. Beyond this, our senior primary learners in 
Grades 4 and 5 were also introduced to the world of 
coding via platforms such as Scratch, Code.org as well 
as the Micro:bit platform. Furthermore, throughout 
the year, our students were exposed to design 
principles and 3D design on Makers Empire. 

Despite the disruption caused by the pandemic this 
year, it is certainly true that our children developed 
invaluable skills along the way and learned things 
both in and out of the classroom they otherwise never 
would have. 

Mr P. Thorp

COMPUTERSCOMPUTERS
ITC

COMPUTERS
ITC
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This year we have had to redesign ourselves and get 
creative. As COVID hit we had to restrict our practical 
investigations, but that didn’t stop our learning. Where 
possible, pupils had their own equipment and we had 
fun playing with balloons to see the effects of static 
electricity; making tea to see diffusion; and using litmus 
paper to determine if substances were acids or bases. 

During hard lockdown each grade 6 pupil received their 
own packet of electrical components. They learnt to wire 
up circuits through online teaching and got to create 

interesting projects at home. 

Our curriculum was also extended because we had more 
time on our hands. The love for learning and hunger for 
knowledge was clearly evident in our K.P.S. children. We 
were able to delve deeper into topics which cemented 

the children’s understanding.

I was so pleased with the independent research pupils 
did too. Roles became reversed and they were able 
to teach me some fascinating facts. I thank them 
for forwarding links from interesting articles and 
broadening my knowledge through different YouTube 

videos. 

This most certainly has been a year of learning and 
collaboration. I am thankful that the children at K.P.S. 
have a sense of humour mixed in with a large amount 

of grit and adaptability. 

Kids - I am proud of you! You have shown that you are 
a group of very capable young people. 

Mrs K. Prevett

SCIENCESSCIENCES
NATURALNATURAL
SCIENCES
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SOCIAL 
SCIENCES THIS YEAR

Social Sciences has taken on a whole new meaning
this year. Although we have been learning so much about

our past, our present situation with regard to the COVID-19 
pandemic will become the history lesson of the future.

This was the year of online schooling but thanks to our ICT structure 
at K.P.S., we have been able to keep up with our exciting syllabus using 

our Chromebooks. We have covered so many interesting topics - such as 
famous explorers, Democracy, World War I and II. The History of Chocolate 

was an eye-opener due to the child labour issues. We are so grateful to have 
received an education when many other children did not have that opportunity.

The Democracy interviews filled us with sadness and hope as we took a journey 
through time to explore South Africa pre- and post-1994. Mrs Versfeld has made 
this subject very interactive with presentations and discussions that encourage 
everyone to contribute while having fun! We got to watch so many videos to 
improve our understanding and help us better remember what we had learnt.

The other important aspect of Social Sciences is Geography. It is wonderful that 
we now know where all 54 countries in Africa are on the map; as well as the 

important landmarks and key features of our continent. 
Mapwork can be challenging but we were able to conquer 
it and we are all proud of everything we have achieved 

this year.

We missed out on some outings this year such as the 
traditional trip to the Apartheid Museum, but the life 
skills we have learnt in just one year in Social Sciences 
are amazing. We are all looking forward to expanding 
our knowledge next year with, hopefully,some outings 

as well.

As Theodore Roosevelt famously said: “The more 
you know about the past, the better prepared you 

are for the future.” 

Nazeeha Norath 
Grade 6 P

Nazeeha Norath
Grade 6 P

Jordan Plaatjies
Grade 5 V

Mia Scott
Grade 5 W

Caleb Buckham
Grade 6 H

Cameron Sneddon
Grade 5 V

Uvthi Mungaroo
Grade 5 V

Cayleigh Sinclair
Grade 6 H

Siphamandla Ndlukulwani
Grade 6 H

Annabelle Morton
Grade 6 P

SOCIALSOCIAL
SCIENCESSCIENCESSCIENCES
SOCIAL
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Kayla Govinder
Graad 4 S

Cameron Sneddon
Graad 5 V

Kimaya Katiah
Graad 4 R

SES INPERKINGSINNE 
1. Die regering perk ons in. 

2. Ons kan nie fliek nie.
3. Ons kan nie restaurante toe gaan nie.

4. Ek speel heeldag op my ‘Xbox’.
5. Gelukkig het ek het ‘n groot tuin vir rondloop.

6. Ons kan tyd saam met ons gesin deurbring.
Kian Lawrence

Graad 6 H

DIALOOG - TELEFOONGESPREK
Iris: Môre Maya, dit is so lekker om met jou te praat.
Maya: Môre, dit is ook wonderlik om jy stem te hoor.
Iris: Het jy het enige planne vir vanmiddag?
Maya: Nee, hoekom vra jy?
Iris: Aangesien ons albei vry is, kom ons
 gaan skaatsbaan en pretpark toe.
Maya: Dit sal wees pret en ons 
 kan ook oorslaap.
Iris: Ja, dit is ‘n goeie idee.
 Ons kan by my ma se
 huis oorslaap. 
Maya: Ek sal peuselhappies bring!
Iris: En ek het grimering wat ons 
 kan gebruik.
Maya: Eeek, ek is opgewonde. 
 Ek kan nie wag nie.
Iris: Ek kry jou oor twee ure. 
 Gaan maak gereed.
Maya: Gaaf, totsiens, sien jou later!
Iris: Totsiens, ek weet vandag
 gaan ons ‘n fantastiese
 dag hê.
Daniella Kazembe
Graad 6 H

GLOEI
LIEFDE
INTIEM
MOOI
LEEF
ALTYD
GLORIE
Jessica Muller
Graad 6 P

AFKORTINGS
FRASERING
RANGTELWOORDE
IDIOME 
KOPPELWERKWOORDE
ANTONIEME
ANTWOORDE
NEGATIEWE
STOMPI
Julian Williams
Graad 6 P

Sarah Lemmon
Graad 4 S

Jordin Bekker
Graad 5 W

AFRIKAANSAFRIKAANSAFRIKAANS

Yara Naidu
Graad 7 M

Sialin Pather 
Graad 7 O
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GRADE 3
SENTENCES

Not even a global pandemic could take away our love 
of isiZulu this year.

Things got off to a good start at the beginning of 
2020 - we buckled up to face yet another fruitful and 
successful year of learning.

Then, Covid-19 happened - forcing us all to adapt to 
remote learning and teaching as we and the children 
stayed home.

Before the lockdown, the Grade 1s learned to name 
the parts of the body in isiZulu. The grade 2s practiced 
sentence construction. The Grade 3s advanced their 
knowledge of sentence structure as well - and began 
tackling verbs.

The Grade 4s created tantalizing treats by doing fun 
baking projects at home.

The Grade 5s hosted 
Teddy Bear picnics at home as a project. 

We had fun cheering on our Grade 6 Idols as 
they learned about music. 

It has been fun all the way - in the classroom, at home 
and outside the classroom. We are so proud of our 
children for adapting to the constantly changing 
learning environment. 

As we send our Grade 7 group off to the colleges, 
we urge them to spread their wings and launch 
themselves ever higher from the firm foundation of 
the language that we’ve laid with them.

ISIZULUISIZULUISIZULU

GRADE 5 PICNIC

GRADE 1
WORDS

GRADE 4 BAKING
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We love to end our year with a ‘big bang’ during our Lateral Learning week but this year, it was one more thing 
that Covid-19 Protocols changed for us. We couldn’t go on any of our favourite outings, our venues couldn’t 
accommodate some of the fun activities and visitors we have had in the past. Our ideas were limited, but, we made 

a plan and tried our best to entertain the children and expose them to some fun activities. 

Throughout the week, we had some coding activities, class parties and individual Prize-Givings per grade. 

On Monday 30 November, we had auditions for our K.P.S. has Talent Show. We also watched a digital version of the 
Hooked on Books show that we love. Dance Mouse got everyone moving to the beat and laughing with their friends. 
The Seniors took part in a House soccer event and even played the teachers. Lots of cheers for the players had the 

school abuzz. 

On Tuesday 1 December, the Juniors showed off their amazing acts at our K.P.S. Has Talent Show. What future 
superstars we have! The Harrison Family treated us to a Horse Riding demonstration and put on quite a show, to the 
audience’s delight. Eduvet visited each grade for a show on various topics and fun activities to learn about our Earth. 

On Wednesday 2 December, the Seniors entertained us with their amazing talents and wowed the crowds. We had 
the Mobile Zoo visit each grade showing us various little critters and learning how to care correctly for different 

animal life. 

On Thursday 3 December, we had our first Triathlon. Although it was just a fun participation event, we had some 
competitive athletes who gave it their all. A fantastic display of athletic strength and perseverance. 

We hope all the children had a terrific time celebrating the end of their school year. Thank you to everyone who 
contributed their time and effort to making Lateral Learning a great success. 

Mrs A. Hannington
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Never have books proved themselves a simple form 
of escape as they did in 2020.

As the world slowed and we each retreated to the 
safety of our homes, imagination became the only 
flight that wasn’t grounded. Unable to touch our paper 
books, we turned to getepic.com to cross the borders.

In many ways, being forced to teach and learn media 
during this pandemic has taken us places we didn’t 
otherwise have the time for.

In Grade 1, we’ve been to a race car rally with an 
indomitable petrolhead princess; dug up dinosaur 
bones in the desert with a palaeontologist; and fought 
off zombies using PB&J sandwiches. We’ve tagged 
along to India and marvelled at the Taj Mahal with a 
picky prince. We’ve sampled salsa and tortillas with 
our mind’s tongue in Mexico; pecked at pickles in 

China; and feasted on fried plantain in Zambia. We’ve 
travelled back in time and to impossible worlds where 
dinosaurs face off against dragons - then back again 
to the real world to find out how to tell fiction from 
fact. We’ve laughed and wondered and verified things 
together. We learned that boys and girls like us can 
do great things.

In Grade 2, we stood awed at the foot of Lesotho’s 
sheer cliff faces; foiled villains with the aid of 
invisibility pills; rescued a unicorn from bandits; and 
stepped outside ourselves to learn what it is like to 
be other people.  We partied around the world - in 
Canada, Jamaica, the US, Peru, Latvia, Russia, Ghana, 
Japan, and India. We’ve learned about the coldest 
continent; that country that’s in both Asia and Europe; 
that other country that’s also a continent at the same 
time; and the country within our country.

CENTRE
MEDIA

CENTRE
MEDIA

CENTRE
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In Grade 3 we became obsessed with the Tin Man, 
the Cowardly Lion, the Scarecrow and Dorothy. We’ve 
rumbled the Wonderful Wizard of Oz and exposed him 
for the [SPOILER] con artist he really is. But that didn’t 
dim the magic. If you tell us that Dorothy’s shoes are 
red we’ll correct you - politely, of course, because we 
mind our manners - they’re silver. We know now that 
we don’t have to wait until we’re big to be scientists - 
Ada Twist showed us that.  We understand that even 
the quietest among us can do things worth talking 
about. Rosie Revere engineered that epiphany.  We 
saw how our quirks and passions can be what save us - 
Iggy Peck was one of the architects of that realisation.

In Grade 4, we’re duelling bloodthirsty knights 
alongside King Arthur and accepting swords from 
strange ladies in lakes. We’ve solved the riddle of the 
Sphinx, played tricks with Anansi,and outsmarted the 

ghost who turns children into dumplings. We can tell 
you the backstory to the legend of Mulan; explain why 
Little John’s name is a joke; and are getting to grips 
with the mechanics of alphabetising pretend-books.

In grade 5, we read the country’s first superhero 
comic and found the city we call home inside it. We 
made our own comics. We’re learning how to navigate 
Melvil Dewey’s Decimal Classification system. We 
met children who changed the world. We honoured 
the value of our heritage. We got caught in the thrall 
of fairytales - many of them are truly grim - and we 
loved it.

At K.P.S., we’ve been to places and met fascinating 
people and lived many lives. So, where did you travel 
to in 2020?

Ms S. Makhanya
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Art Club is available to all children from Grade Three to Grade 
Seven at no extra cost. Over the years Art Club has become 
extremely popular. It is for that reason that I have divided the 
creative enthusiasts into two groups: Grades Three and Four 
have been allocated one day a week; Grades Five, Six and Seven, 
another. This gives the children an opportunity to have age-
appropriate activities set for them and to have the freedom and 
space needed to create in an informal and social setting. These 
days will be made known in the first week of 2021 on our return 

to school.

Many folk may say that 2020 was a year that did not happen. 
Although Covid 19 brought its fair share of heartache and 
frustration, many good and positive happenings have taken place. 
A lot of our K.P.S. pupils used their creative abilities to draw, paint 
and perform craftwork during lockdown and online learning. 
Some of these works are being shared with you in the pages of 

this yearbook under Lockdown Art.

Unfortunately we have not had many Art Club meets this year due 
to all extra-murals being cancelled. However, we do look forward 
to a fresh start in 2021, exploring activities such as mosaic work, 
paper-making, candle-making, fabric painting and decoupage.

Yours in Art

Mrs J. Sargent

Katrina Chau and Azariah Pillay
Grade 4 S

Genevieve Joubert and Leah King
Grade 4 R

Naaila Mohamed
Grade 4 R

Lovanya Harry
Grade 5 W

Katrina Chau
Grade 4 S

Uvthi Mungaroo
Grade 5 V

ARTARTART
CLUB
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This is no ordinary club - we learn about our world, 
with a lot of laughter along the way. From bees to polar 
bears; trees to amazing outings - we’re always making
new memories. 

We all share a passion for our environment, our ideas
and our opinions. 

This year, we enjoyed all the time we had together before lockdown happened. 

We had a talk on eco-bricks; and continue making them despite the 
challenges Covid-19 has brought. 

Unfortunately, we have not been able to do nearly as much as we would 
have done but we will continue to fight for our environment.

Some of the highlights of this year for our club have included: 

 • The talk we had on bees and learning about how they use nature. 
  We even got to purchase bee hotels and watch as solitary bees make their homes!
 • Our visit to The Refillery, a store which doesn’t use any plastic packaging 
  and sells 100% eco-friendly products. There was even black toothpaste 
  powder which was stored in glass jars. 
 • Our visit to Wits University, where we learnt a lot about all sorts of strange 
  and precious animals, including dinosaurs, tarantulas and crocodiles. 

Most importantly, our club is our family. Along our journey we made new friends 
and gained more knowledge about our passion for the environment. 

It saddened us deeply when the Enviro Club had to stop because of the pandemic 
but I am sure that it will flourish once again next year.

We now have more knowledge about the environment
whilst having  lots of fun. I think my experience in the
Enviro Club has been something really special.

Kiera-Leigh Yates  
Grade 7 O

ENVIROENVIROENVIRO
CLUB
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This year has certainly proved to be an eventful one with the Covid pandemic and the switch to the online platform. 
Our year started off well with the Cultural Department in full swing. Our children participated in the JP and SP 
choirs, marimba bands, school band and instrumental lessons. The transition to the online platform was an 
interesting one, all group related entities were suspended for the interim and it was only instrumental lessons 
that could continue online on a consistent basis. We can be extremely proud of our children during this time, 
despite many restrictions; they persevered and continued with their weekly instrumental lessons. Many of them 
participated and completed the 50 and 100-day practice challenge. In Term Two the SP choir took part in a virtual 
choir project. KSG also hosted an online eisteddfod this year in drama, art and music; in which a number of our 
children participated. Term Three saw the return of marimba band practices and it has been wonderful to see the 
progress our marimba bands are making. Instrumental lessons were also allowed to return to in-person lessons 
and this was another celebration. If this year has taught us anything, it is to be grateful for the little things and to 
not take anything for granted. We are not sure what 2021 will bring us; from the music Department side we are 

optimistic and look forward to exciting new possibilities.

Miss M. Solomon

MUSICMUSICMUSICMUSICMUSICMUSIC
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The Junior and Senior Drama Clubs have enjoyed a full and 
productive year. Our Drama Clubs went online during the 
lockdown and much fun was had after school lessons ended 

interacting with each other and playing games together.

Many Kyalami pupils participated in the Kyalami Schools Group 
Eisteddfod and achieved pleasing results. Their monologues 
and poems were excellent and they can be commended on 
keeping up with Drama activities throughout lockdown. After 

all, ‘The play must go on!’

Our Drama Clubs in the afternoons resumed with enthusiasm 
and the pupils and teachers have found fun, creative ways to 

come together and be dramatic while still social distancing. 

DRAMADRAMADRAMA
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This year has not been the year for sport. Thankfully our pupils gave their best 
during the first term when Swimming, Softball, Tennis and Cricket commenced. 
It was an intense term seeing ‘The Montrose Night Series Cricket’ happening and 
of course the Swimming Clinic.

The Montrose Night Series saw our Open Boys playing under lights. The 
atmosphere was electric with top teams competing against each other. The 
boys held their own and their sportsmanship set an example for the other teams. 
What an honour it was to represent our school at such a historical event again. 

The Swimming Clinic, hosted by Coach Jason from TUKS, taught our team 
swimming techniques for all the strokes and racing basics. His gentle nature 
and expertise made learning fun. We also had team talks regarding nutrition for 
swimmers, how to avoid injuries and the general conduct of being part of the 
K.P.S. team. It was good to see our children putting theory into practice. The 
positive energy during galas was tangible. Our seniors were there encouraging 
the juniors and cheering for the K.P.S. team. They certainly did make me proud 
by winning humbly and losing graciously.

The Girls’ softball teams did very well in the inter-schools competitions. They 
showed off their skills and grit by digging deep in these friendly competitions. 
Team spirit was high and the girl’s cheered and encouraged each other during 
matches and practise. Their skills have grown over the years and they were able 
to show that they were a serious team to contend with.

Our tennis teams have seen remarkable growth. More children, including girls, 
have joined to enhance their fitness levels and skills in a social manner. Matches 
and the results obtained are testimony to the growth of our teams and the 
improved coaching styles. 

During lockdown our children participated in netball and soccer skills online. It 
gave our children an opportunity to get active and improve core muscles after 
their day of being glued to their devices. As we came back to school our afternoon 
programme included building core strength, fitness and flexibility. 

As restrictions relaxed we were allowed to reintroduce non-contact sports. It 
was great to see children participating in hockey, soccer and swimming again. 
They built on previous skills and increased their fitness levels while having fun 
with their peers. Unfortunately no tackles were allowed due to Covid regulations. 

Next year we are looking forward to a full sporting programme. Here’s hoping 
to have our K.P.S. children exercising, outside, with their friends.

Mrs K. Prevett

SPORTSPORTSPORT
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ROBYN NORTJE

This year started off with a bang! I was so excited about the year ahead with my new horse and the plans I had 
for 2020 and my equestrian goals.  

I completed in level 7 dressage and the shows we were able to have were so rewarding in both dressage and 
jumping. I managed to place second in both my level 7 dressage shows; earned two first places in level 6 dressage; 

and won the 70cm show jumping with my loyal speed queen mare.  I thought the sky was the limit...  

But then, as for most people, 2020 stopped going according to plan.  Plans had to change and challenges set for 
oneself had to be adjusted.

Horse riding is more than just a sport - it’s a passion; an understanding between horse and rider; a bond of love 
that can never be broken. We all had goals, hopes and achievements and - in a blink of an eye - we each had to 

challenge ourselves in other ways. 

During the six months of this year where we couldn’t compete, I decided to take the time to really appreciate my 
special horses and enhance my relationships with them. Doing this, I hoped, would enable us to soar through 

the sky in 2021. 

I have such high goals for 2021 and I am so looking forward to achieving these goals in the equestrian industry. 

Watch out 2021 - Kyalami Preparatory School’s equestrian team and I are ready to make our stand, riding high 
and standing proud!

If riding on a horse is like flying without wings, I’m ready to soar in 2021!

Hannah Harrison 
Grade 6 H

EQUESTRIANEQUESTRIANEQUESTRIAN
RILEIGH MCLAGGAN
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HANNAH HARRISON

SKYLA ESTEVES

TALHA NABEE
ZARA LAIRD
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MESSAGE FROM

Well 2020 has definitely not turned out as we had planned! 
Most of the fun activities that we as the PTF had planned for the 2020 year have just not been able to 
happen. Unfortunately the forecast for early 2021 is also looking a little precarious, but we assure you that 
as soon as we are able to get back to planning and putting together some fun for the children, and greater 

K.P.S. family we will be doing so.

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused all of us to make some serious changes in most facets of our lives – the 
way we work, the way we learn, the way we shop,  the way we socialise and the way we work as close family 
units are just a few of the aspects that come to mind. I believe that some of these changes have been for 
the worse and some have been for the better, but whichever way you look at it, 2020 has been a year of 

dealing with change!

We as parents of young children were faced with the very real, and I must say that I found it extremely 
daunting, task of keeping our children at home and ensuring that they could complete their assigned 
school work – whether it be completing the workbooks put together by the teachers when lockdown first 
happened, or dealing with the complications of getting the children on-line and self-organised sufficiently 

to deal with the new “norm” of on-line schooling. 

This is where I noticed the MOST change in our household! After the first few days I found that my children 
quickly found their new way and just pretty much got on with things. Yes they “dropped a few balls” here 
and there – but even this was an exercise in learning to deal with the new way that they were expected to 
complete their schooling. In doing this I believe that our children have continued to learn such valuable life 
lessons – and our teachers remained instrumental in guiding them (and sometimes us parents too) through 

this process.

THANK YOU to our wonderful teachers and support staff – through such a disruptive and difficult year you 
have all been a calm and guiding influence to our children. You have continued to show compassion and 
patience whilst teaching our children responsibility and compassion for each other. This year the PTF was 
proud to celebrate International Teachers Day with the entire Kyalami Prep staff, with a small token of our 

appreciation and the appreciation of the parent body as a whole.

The PTF sponsored each child two K.P.S. masks on their return to the campus in order to assist parents by 
therefore not having to have the outlay to purchase masks if they did not already have some. 

I would like to thank all outgoing members of the PTF and our outgoing Teacher Representatives, we wish 
you all the best and thank you for your valued input. To all the PTF Members for the 2019/2020 year - thank 
you all for your continued commitment, we have a fantastic group and I look forward to working with you 

again next year.

Although we have a wonderful and committed team in place we always love to welcome new members to 
our team for 2020/2021 year. If you are interested in joining please feel free to enquiry with reception and 
they can give you the necessary details. Wishing all a safe and healthy end to 2020 and may 2021 be a good 

year for you all.

Mrs Joanne Janssen
K.P.S. PTF Chairperson 2019/2020

THE PTFTHE PTFTHE PTF 
CHAIRPERSON
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